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Just hours before the Murray-Callovvay County Airport Board
met for its regular meeting, its members received news that left
them smiling.
In a statement from the office of Kentucky Transportation
Secretary Mike Hancock, it was learned the Federal Aviation
Administration was awarding grant funding in the amount of
$141350 to Kyle-Oakley Field. The money will go to the updating of a master plan for the airport.
"Every so often, we have to submit a master plan as a requirement.and the grant funding makes a big difference for sure. We
honestly couldn't live without it," said Johnny Parker, KyleOakley Field manager.
Jim Fain, board chairman, said he was contacted by the state
three weeks ago that the grant might be available for KyleOakley's plan, which includes presenting an idea of future projects the airport may wish to undertake, along with listing possible obstacles currently present on the airport property.
"We're still working on developing that plan but we have until
July 26 to turn it in to receive the grant," Fain said."It's certainly nice to see it made official like this, because these things are
pretty expensive to put together.
"Also,if we have any money left over after this, that will carry
over to some other projects we might want to plan."
"Local airports are invaluable for business and economic
development in their communities and across Kentucky."
Hancock said in the statement."We strongly support general avi-

•See Page 3A
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Farmers take to the fields
to help local family with crops
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

Ana and Eddie Ward always knew they
lived in a caring community, but it
J took a health crisis to fully understand
how deep that generosity went.
Less than a month ago. the Hazel couple
received some of the worst news of their

lives. Jaiia.‘1ho is only 34 years old, was
diagnosed with lung cancer, which was
quite a shock since she had never smoked
and had never spent time around anyone
who did.
In a scary situation such as this one, the
last thing a family wants to think about is
hov‘• they will continue to earn a living. It
wasn't long, though. before word about

Jana's diagnosis got out at Helena Chemical
Company in Murray. where Eddie. 35, has
bought fertilizer, seed and chemicals for his
farming operation for years. Eddie and Jana
said Helena manager Brad Bray and sales
associate Joel Robinson wanted to help and
started coordinating with several local farm-

•See Page 4A

showers

and thunderstorms before
lam. Partly cloudy, with a low
around 63. Calm wind.
Thursday: Mostly sunny
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms. A
high near 84. Light east wind.
Thursday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 67. East southeast wind around 5 mph
becoming calm in the evening.
Friday: Mostly cloudy with a
chance of showers and thunderstorms. A high near 82.
Southeast wind 3 to 5 mph.
Friday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 69.

Calloway man
faces charges
of soliciting
Tenn. minors
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
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HAWKINS TEAGUE i Ledger & Times
When Jana Ward was diagnosed with cancer recently. area farmers offered to help with her family's crops while she and her
husband, Eddie, were busy traveling to doctors' appointments. Pictured above are some of the farmers assisting with harvesting wheat.
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Photo provided
Henry County Sheriff Monte Belew, left. and Calloway County Sheriff William "Bill" Marcum,
center, are pictured speaking with an unidentified FBI agent.

A Hazel min was arrested
Friday after allegedly using
social media
and text messages to solicit
minor females
in
western
Tennessee.
At approximately 3:20
p.m. Friday.
the Calloway
County
Wyatt
Sheriff's
was
Office
requested by the FBI and the
Henry County (Tenn.) Sheriff's
Office to assist in serving a fed-
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against Wyatt, Belew said. He

& Times

the investigation was
County schools •Charges... said
lengthy and showed that Wyatt
had been using a website called
review energy From Front
Meetnie.com to pose as a 15eral arrest ss aritnt. according to year-old girl and a boy aged 16Richard Steen with 17. He said that when a student
management Capt.
CCSO. Billy Ray Wyatt, 53. met with Wyatt in person, it was
was located at his residence at clear that he was not the age he
in district
576 Tyler Road in Hazel, and
to be.
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and Main streets in Murray. Shirley said the Fourth of July is a time her family enjoys each
year, complete with a red, white and blue display that rivals Christmas displays.
the northern part of the U.S.,
was forced to land at KyleOakley due to poor weather conwhich with a local match of 2.5 ditions.
From Front
percent brings the total to
"He told me,'I. have been to a
ation. The grant. together with $141,350.
lot of airports, and I mean a lot
state and local funding. will help
Parker also related a story of airports. over the years. You
in identifying future needs for from a few days ago that he said guys do it right here,— Parker
the airport that serves Murray indicates why Kyle-Oakley is said, referring to facilities at
worth a grant like this. He said a
and Calloway County."
Kyle-Oakley that allow pilots to
FAA grant totals pilot from Georgia. enroute
The
wait out poor weather. "That's
Kentucky from a sight-seeing tour of
$128,500. The
the kind of thing that makes you
Cabinet's attractions such as Mount
Transportation
feel like you mean something,
Department of Aviation will Rushmore and Devil's Tower in
and many people probably don't
contribute a 7.5 percent match,
know about that."
Other business discussed
Tuesday included an update on
the application of a seal coating
McLEAN. Va. (AP) — The through WikiLeaks ripping the to the corporate ramp. Fain said
father of NSA leaker Edward Obama administration for leaving that operation was performed
Snowden,frustrated by his inabil- him "stateless" and revoking his about a month ago and the state
ity to reach out directly to his son, passport. Snowden is in Russia has approved the work.
on Tuesday wrote him an open and has been seeking asylum in
Also, the board amended its
letter, extolling him for "sum- multiple countries.
aerial operations
agricultural
Snowden's father has expressed
moning the American people to
an annual fee of
where
to
policy
confront the growing danger of concern that WikiLeaks support- $200 is good for 30 days within
ers who have been helping his
tyranny."
a calendar year.
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$28,600. up $1,600 from• the
Snowden issued a statement the right circumstances.
previous year.

Snowden's father praises son in letter

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Board
of Education met in special session Monday afternoon for a
wort session with 'franc as part
of an ongoing process of
installing new energy systems
within the school district.
Needing the scope of the project to be clarified, the board
asked Trane representatives to
analyze and report projected
bonding costs and utility savings associated with the proposed contract for energy management.
1 he board also requested an
expanded and more specific
presentation from Trane officials before moving forward.
Superintendent Kennith Bargo
said Trane will prepare documentation for a future meeting
and work session before any
further action is taken.
Over the past few months,the
board had listened to contract
studies from both Trane and
Honeywell officials regarding
the scope and total cost of new
H VAC systems within the
school district.
Bargo said at the board's May
meeting "the saved costs in
energy could help pay for the
bonds on the project, should we
move to accept."
After nearly three months of
consideration, the board unanimously approved Trane's ener
gy proposal at the June monthJv
meetin

was arrested by the FBI and
lodged in the Madison County
in
Facility
Correctional
Jackson, Tenn. The facility
often houses federal prisoners,
Henry County Sheriff Monte
Belew said.
Belew said the investigation
of Wyatt began after a female
student at Henry County High
School contacted the school
resource officer and said she
had been contacted by a man
she had first thought was a
woman. After the joint investigation began between HCSO
and CCSO,the agencies got the
FBI involved, which played a
big part in gathering evidence

had claimed
Belew said a federal indictment led to Wyatt's arrest on
Friday, which was aided by
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum and several CCSO
deputies. Anyone believing they
might have information relevant
to the investigation is asked to
contact Investigator Gary
Vandiver of the Henry County
Sheriff's Office at (731) 6421672.
"He is a very dangerous individual to be using social media
to lure in underage children,"
BCICYA said.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

Kerry: US,Russia want Syria conference
Brunei(AP) — U.S. Secretary
of State John Kerry said
Tuesday that both the U.S. and
Russia are seriously committed
to having an international conference on Syria and setting up a
transitional government to end
the bloodshed and "save the
state of Syria."
Kerry said the two countries

both believe the meeting should
take stxmer rather than later, but
acknowledged it might not be
possible until August or later.
Such an international meeting,
which has been delayed several
times before, is known as
"Geneva II" because it follows a
Syria meeting in the Swiss city
in lime 2012

Kopperud Realty's
apirm Naults?
3Aiday, July 51h • 1 p.m.-3 p.m.

Term Crier
Courthouse open Friday
• The Calloway County
Courthouse offices will be
open Friday, according to a
spokesperson for the office
of Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins, It
was erroneously reported
earlier that the courthouse
would be closed Friday
• • To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

246 Bee Spring Road
VERY NICE AND WELL-MAINTAINLD HOME THAT COSIES
FURNISHED! This 3 bedroom. 2 bath manufactured home also i.iimes
with Lowe 19 deck boat with 115 horsepower Yamaha 4 stroke 1110101r
Relax in the hot tub on the deck or enjoy the screened porch A 1-nered
garden area is in the hack of the home Workshop with heat and an is 20
x 10 Homeowners base deeded access hi Southern komtort Resort
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www.morraykyrealester.com
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Poly Duane
Adam,
Many of you in our community
knew Perry Duane Adams as Duane.
The guys at Vanderbilt knew him as
PUD. His five kids knew. him as Dad.
His three grand kids
knew him as Grandad PUD.
His wife called him sweetheart.
We're extremely grateful and
appreciative of the overwhelming
acts of kindness from our community
of friends. Each act of kindness of
prayers, cards, phone calls, food
and visits have blessed our family.
We want to personally thank the
following people, and also the friends,
that reached out to our family
and we haven't said,"Thank you."
Our heartfelt sympathy and prayers
are extended to the family of'
Melanie Stockham,

The Family ofPerry Duane Adams
Thanks the Following...
Murray-Calloway County
Emergency Services
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Doctors, Nurses and Staff
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Sheriff Marcum and
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
Hardin Baptist Church Family
First Baptist Church Family
Matt Sullivan
Boyd Smith
Keith Inman
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Emergency Room Department
Vanderbilt University
Medical Center Staff

Kentucky State Police
Calloway County High School
Teachers and Staff
Laker Pride Staff and all LPC Students
Vanderbilt Chemical
Kirksey Neighbors
The Family of Jordan Burge

Mike Garland & Jeremy Grogan, Owners

Rick Harris
Hachinohe High School in Japan
and CCHS Japanese Club
Japanese Consulate
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
York Funeral 1)ome

3unerdal _ROMP

201 S. 3rd St.• Murray,KY
270-753-2411
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com

Paul Schaumburg / Graves County Schools
MSU'S PURCHASE AREA WFtI11NG PROJECT 2013: Sixteen teachers from western
Kentucky participated in the Purchase Area Writing Project at Murray State University during
the month of June. The four-week long workshop is dedicated to help primary, middle and
secondary teachers in all content areas to build student success in writing by building their
own writing skills. Teachers, leaders and student workers participating in PAWP this summer
and their school district are Debbie Smith/assistant director, Jennifer McCafferty (Calloway
County), Katy Walls(Calloway County), Layton Batts(Murray Independent), Melissa Bouland
(Calloway County), Dr. Debbie Bell/Co-Director(MSU), Jessica Petersen (Christian County),
Lisa Wingfield (Mayfield Independent), Kara Boykin (Calloway County), Holly Fuqua
(Calloway County), Darrell Grace (Christian County), Jamie Lyles (McCracken County), Dr.
Paul Walker/Co-Director (MSU), Ashlie Ezell (Christian County), Shelia Roberts (Calloway
County), Sherrie Kirkpatrick (McCracken County), Erin Bugg/Student Worker (MSU), Tony
Cardon (Breckinridge County), Guier Milliken (Graves County), and Kelly Hlava (Calloway
County). These teachers will spend the next year on follow-up activities and will join the
approximately 525 other teachers trained in PAWP's twenty-seven years at Murray State
University as teacher-consultants for the writing project.
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Remains may
be missing
western Ky. man
MADISONVILLE, Ky.(AP)
— Officials are investigating
whether remains found behind
two western Kentucky homes
belong to a missing man.
Hopkins County Sheriff
Frank Latham told The
Messenger that human remains
were found Monday by a
homeowner walking near a
creek on his property after
heavy rains.
While a positive .identification hasn't yet been made.
Latham says officials are investigating whether the remains
belong to 42-year-old Rodney
"Bo" Hale of Nebo. who was
last seen in the area between
Madisonville and Anton more
than two years ago doing construction work.
Latham says the area was
heavily searched when Hale
was reported missing.

SUCCULENT SQUASH,FRIED FRUIT PIES, SWEET CORN,
HOT AND MILD PEPPERS AND RED POTATOES

Town mourns Ariz.
firefighters who died
PRESCOTT, Ariz. (AP) —
More than 1.000 people gathered in the gym onthe EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University
campus as others throughout
the state and beyond also
mourned the deaths of the 19
Prescott-based
firefighters
killed Sunday outside nearby
Yarnell. The day marked the
nation's deadliest for fire crews
since Sept. I I, 2001.

ers after they began getting calls
from them asking what they
could do to help. The help was
much-needed because of the
time Eddie and Jana have
recently spent traveling to
Nashville, Tenn. for doctor's
appointments and multiple tests
Jana has undergone.
"She's my main concern now.
and everything else has just
taken a back seat," Eddie said.
Eddie said-the family ended
up setting help from Herndon
Farms, Fridy Farms, Story
Farms and Murdoch Farms, all
of Calloway County, and
Wilson Green Farms of Puryear,
Tenn. Bray said James Edwards,
another customer and a neighbor of the Wards, also brought
his truck out to haul the wheat.
"They're excellent customers
and we've been friends for
probably 10-15 years," Bray
said. "When somebody's in
need around here in this community, everybody's willing to
help out."
Bray said Lane and Tab Green
with Wilson Green Farms and
Joe Bill and Grant Fridy with
Fridy Farms brought their combines to cut wheat from two
fields, with one of them being
80 acres and the other being
about 40 acres. Bray said Kyle
Murdoch of Murdoch Farms
offered to plant the Wards' soybeans, and Eddie said Helena
also offered to spray his corn
crop.
Wayne Green with Wilson
Green Farms said he was glad to
help out because the Ward family helped him get his crop out
in 1995 when his father-in-law
died. Bray said his phone rang
constantly with other people
wanting to help out as well. The
Wards said they were overwhelmed by all the help and
said it meant so much to their
family; which includes three
children. Lyle. 3, Titus, 6 and
Isaac. 10.
"A lot
ese guys,they took
eir busy schedule," Eddie sai "This is the
busiest time of year or a farmer.
There's so much that needs to
be done in the springtime and
early summer. It was amazing ...
Being a farmer myself. I know
how much those (combines)
cost, and I know how much it
costs to run them."
It wasn't just other farmers
who helped the Wards out during their time of need. Jana
works in the radiology depart. ment at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, and she said
Heidi Hordyk, director of radiology, and her fellow employees have been wonderful by
sending countless get-well cards
and donating large amounts of
their own paid time off. Jana
said Hordyk had also started a
Facebook page in her honor,
Prayers for Jana.
"We couldn't be in a better
place," Jana said of the community, adding. "We've had all
kinds of offers for help and
baby-sitting. It lets us know
how loved we are."

Police ID man found dead in lake
BENTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State Police have released the
identity of a man whose body was found in Kentucky Lake.
Police say preliminary autopsy results show 72-year-old Daniel
Couger of Big Sandy. Tenn., died of a single gunshot wound to the
head.
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
spokesman Sgt. Gary Clark told The Paducah Sun that Marshall
County emergency dispatchers received a 911 call at about 7 a.m.
from a fisherman who reported finding the body floating outside
Duncan Bay on Kentucky Lake.
Marshall County Rescue Squad Chief and Deputy Coroner Carl
Curtner said the man was wearing typical fishing attire.
The death remained under investigation.

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Department of
Revenue has announced that the state's property tax rate will
remain the same for the coming year.
That means Kentuckians will continue to pay 12.2 cents on each
$100 worth of property.
The state is required to set the property tax rate no later than
July 1 of each year. It's based on growth in property tax assessments, which are expected to rise only about 1.32 percent in 2013.
Revenue generated from the state property tax goes into the
General Fund, which pays for most government programs and
services.

Fire marshal: Public fireworks safer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky officials say letting professionals entertain you at local fireworks displays is safer than
putting on your own show at home.
State Fire Marshal Bill Swope says there are risks of injury as
well as the possibility of violating local ordinances and state law
in do-it-yourself celebrations.
For those who insist on setting off fireworks at home.Swope has
some safety tips:
Use fireworks outdoors only,obey local laws, keep a bucket of
water or working water hose nearby, don't try to alter fireworks,
never relight a "dud" firework and keep a safe distance between
the shooter and spectators.
Also he says the shooter should wear safety glasses. designate a
nondrinking adult to be the shooter, don't use homemade fireworks
or illegal explosives and report illegal explosives to authorities.

DAN ILLE, K) AP) — A group from Wisconsin has sent a
letter of complaint to a central Kentucky mayor about prayers said
by the Danville City Commission during public meetings.
The Advocate-Messenger reports Rebecca S. Markert, who is an
attorney for the Freedom From Religion Foundation, said in the
letter to Danville Mayor Bernie Hunstad that the prayers were
"unnecessary, inappropriate and divisive."
Hunstad confirmed receiving the letter, but said it didn't change his
viewpoint that the commission's prayer to open each meeting is legal.

School district votes to close facility
JENKINS, Ky.(AP) — An eastern Kentucky school district has
decided to close a 100-year-old community school.
The vote by the Jenkins Independent School Board on Monday
night came after discussion about whether McRoberts Elementary
could be kept open or if it had shrunk beyond the point of viability.
•WYMT-TV reports Board Member Tracy Goff said it would be
impossible to continue operating the school with reduced state and
federal funding.
The McRoberts sthool was organized with 490 students in
August 1912 at the same time the Jenkins system was organized.
It was absorbed into the Jenkins system on April 26, 1915. Since
the closing of the Beth-Elkhorn Division of Bethlehem Steel,
enrollment has declined.
Officials said they expected only 34 students to attend the school
this year.

No foul play suspected in death of man
WHITESBURG,Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State Police are investigating the discovery of a man's body in an eastern Kentucky pond.
WYMT-TV reported the Letcher County coroner identified the
man as 5I-year-old Chalmer Lee Watkins. His body was found
late Monday morning in a pond near Whitesburg.
Authorities said no foul play is suspected.

Man saves woman from burning home
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — Residents of a Lexington neighborhood say a man ran into a burning home and helped a woman who
lived there to safety.
Firefighters arrived Monday night to find heavy smoke and
flames at the home,just north of Lexington's downtown area.
WLEX-TV talked to the man who ran into the home and he
declined to give his name. He said he felt good, knowing the
woman was safe and that was the important thing.
The woman was not hurt. Firefighters are looking for the cause
of the blaze.
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Ronald flans Burkeen. 84.ot Murray. Ky.,died Monday,July I,
20 I 3, at his home.
Mr. Burkeen ‘A as born in Calloway County on Oct. 8, 1928.to the
late David C. Burkeen and Lucilla Evans Burkeen.
He was a carpenter and an Army Veteran of the
Korean Conflict. He was a member of the South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church and
' r:
41111
there a member of the Friendship Sunday School
ge. 4inir
Class.
In addition to his parents, Mr. Burkeen was preceded in death by his wife. Mary Maxine Burkeen,
who died on Dec. 14. 2012; and by one brother,
.0 II
David Burkeen Jr.
He is survived by three daughters, Karen Sue
Burkeen
Guthrie and husband. Ronnie, of Hazel, Marilyn
Jo Vailes and husband. Alan. of Murray, and
Rhonda Orr McGinnis and husband. Dennis, of
Murray; one sister. Patty Joyce Palmeri, of
Wheatland. Wyo.; four grandchildren. Shannon
Michelle Drell:Inez and husband, Jesse. Jacob Clay
McGinnis, Heather Renee McGinnis and Robert James Guthrie and
wife, Shawn; as well as one great-granddaughter, Caraline
Rosemary Ordunez.
Funeral services will be held on Saturday.July 6,2013.at 11 a.m.
at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, with the Rev. Eugene Nichols and
the Rev. Glynn Hill officiating. Burial will follow in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be held on Friday. July 5, 2013,from 4-8 p.m. at
the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church Building Fund, Au. Ronnie Jackson,
2615 Taylor Store Road. Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Dot Turner

Hunter James Cain

Dot turner. 92.of Cadiz. Ky., died Monday. July I. 2013, at 1:15
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care Center in Murray.
Mrs. Turner was born Friday. Feb. 25, 1921, in Murray to the late
Jack and Maggie Neebles Newaberry. She was a member of Cadiz
Baptist Church. She was a retired beautician and a member of BPW.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband. Olen "Shaw" Turner; son. Milton "Pee Wee" Turner; brother,
Hubert Newberry; and sister, Georgia Gibson.
She is survived by her daughter,Sherrie Huddleston and husband.
Larry, of Cadiz; brothers, Jackie Newberry and Donnie Newberry.
both of Murray; daughter-in-law. Margaret Turner.of West Virginia;
four grandchildren; and six great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Saturday. July 6, 2013, at 2 p.m. at
Goodwin Funeral Home, with the Rev. Gary Guy Turner officiating.
Burial will be at Trigg Memory Acres in Cadiz.
Visitation will be held from 4-6 p.m. Friday. July 5, 2013, at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be. made to: Fisher House
Foundation. Inc., I 1 1 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20850; or to
Kline Hospice House,7000 Kimmel Road, Mount Airy. MD 21771:
or to any church of the donor's choice.
Arrangements are being handled by Goodwin Funeral Home in
Cadiz.

Hunter James Cain, 19 months old, died Sunday, June 30.2013,at
10:58 am. at the Duke University Hospital in Durham, N.C.
He was preceded in death by his grandfather, Michael Blincoe.
He is survived by his parents. Adam and Heather James Cain. of
Sanford, N -C.: sister, Allison Cain, of Sanford, N.C.; grandmother,
Sherry Cain Blincoe. of Mayfield; grandfather. Richard Cain and
wife, Melinda. of Salem; grandmother, Rosanne James Cornett and
husband, Michael.of Murray; grandfather, Ray James,of Mayfield:
and several aunts, uncles and cousins.
Funeral services will be held at II a.m. on Saturday. July 6.2013,
at Byrn Funeral Home. with the Rev. Richard Holt officiating.
Burial will follow in the Mt. Olive Methodist Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 4-8 p.m. Friday, July 5.2013,at the funer•
al home.
Pallbearers will be Brandon James. Austin James, Aaron Blount
and Joe Green.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Hunters Ride,c/o FNB
Bank. 101 E. Broadway. Mayfield, KY 42066.
Arrangements are being handled brByrn Funeral Home.

Dr. 'Coach' John Rendek

Marion Brown

A private family service is scheduled for Marion Brown, 90. of
Murray.
Mr. Brown died on Monday,July 1, 2013. at Spring Creek Health
Care.
He was born on March 13, 1923, in Crittenden County. He was a
Matthew William Bonds
administrator for the Orange County Board of Education in
school
June
died
Sunday.
Ky.,
Benton.
of
25,
Bonds,
William
Matthew
Orlando, Fla.
30,2013, in Benton.
He was preceded in death by his wife. Ann Taylor Brown,and his
viis employed by Hollis Roofing and was of
He .
Bryan and Velma Dean Brown.
parents.
the Baptist faith.
by his son, Alan Brown, of Central City: sister.
survived
is
He
(Perry)
Katlan
Mr. Bonds is survived by his wife,
Fla.; half-brother, Joe Brown and wife.
Orlando.
of
DeWitt,
Betty
Bonds,of Benton; parents, Ronny Dale Bonds and
Dorothy. of Clarksville. Tenn.: half-sister, Louisei Harris. of
wife. Debra. of Symsonia. and Tina (Ballard)
Clarksville. Tenn.; and two grandchildren.
Bonds,of Benton; one daughter, Kaylan Bonds,of
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
Benton; sister, Danielle Minter,of Benton; brother, Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Brandon Bonds,of Winter Park. Fla.; stepbrothers.
Michael Jones, of Paducah. Jeremy Miller, of Fort
The number oftimes published or the length ofone (Sr more ofthe
and Justin Miller. of Auburn. Ala.; pre -Ming obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Kansas,
Riley,
Bonds
and many cousins in the Murray area.
Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.
Funeral services will be held Friday. July 5, 2013, at 5 p.m. at
Collier Funeral Home in Benton. Interment will follow at
Birmingham Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from 3-5 p.m.on Friday.July 5.2013,at the
funeral home.
Prices as of close of
Nosiness on Jul, 2.2013
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Matthew Bonds
Investments Since 1854
Memorial Fund, c/o Collier Funeral Home, P.O. Box 492, Benton.

Dr."Coach" John Rendek.of Olathe, Kansas.died at 8:55 p.m. on
Monday. July I.2013. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Coach Rendek was born Oct. 9. 1928, in Brehy. Czechoslovakia.
and immigrated through Ellis Island with his family to Gary. Ind., in 1937 where he emerged as a
standout basketball player at Froebel High School.
After high school, Coach Rendek joined the KY 42025.
wissawr
.
United States Army and served his country in the
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home.
Korean Conflict.
He graduated in 1955 from Austin Peay State University. where
Robert 'Bobby' Michael Kirstein
he • was a star player and captain of the Men's Varsity Basketball
Funeral services for Robert "Bobby" Michael Kirstein, 35, of
Team.
Tenn., will be held Wednesday, July 3.2013. at 11 a.m. at
Paris.
Following college,Coach Rendek married his beloved sweetheart
Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, with Joey Collins offiLeDon
(1934-2004),
Drinkard
and Clarksville. Tenn., native, Shirley Ann
ciating. Burial will follow in the Rose Lawn
in 1956 and then embarked on a successful teaching and coaching
Mausoleum in Paris. Tenn. Visitation was held
career as the head basketball coach of some of Kentucky's most
Crofton.
July 2. 2013. from 4-8 p.m. and will be
including
Tuesday.
prestigious high school basketball programs,
comMale,
July 3.2013. from 10- I I a.m. at
Louisville
and
Wednesday,
held
Catholic,
Owensboro
County.
Christian
the funeral home.
piling a 12-year Kentucky high school coaching record of 267-65.
During this time.John and Shirley's two sons.Steve and Tom,were
Mr. Kirstein died Sunday, June 30, 2013, at
of
Rogers.
Gayle
and
Bobby
with
friendship
lifetime
their
and
born
Henry County Medical Center.
Murray. was formed.
He was born Sept. 9, 1977, in Chicago, Ill. He
For his many accomplishments and contributions to both the
was married to Teri Knott Kirstein on Aug. 13,
game and community, Coach Rendek was elected into the
2007. He was employed at Ken Lake Foods in
Kentucky High School Athletic Association Hall of Fame,Christian
for 16 years.
Murray
Kirstein
County High School Sports Hall of Fame, was named Pepsi "Prep
preceded in death by his mother, Joan
was
He
Coach of the Year," was appointed as a Head Coach in the 1968
Hauber Kirstein Leone.
Prestigious Dapper Dan Roundball Classic in Pittsburg. Pa., and
He is survived by his wife. Teri Knott Kirstein, of Paris. Tenn.:
recipient.
Colonel"
was a multiple "Honorary Kentucky
of Braidwood. III.; daughters, Jordan
In 1968, Coach Rendek became the assistant men's basketball father, David John Kirstein,
both of Paris. Tenn.; son. Tyler
Kirstein,
Brooklyn
and
Kirstein
coaching
coach at the University of Tulsa. During his college
Skyler Chandler and Colton
stepsons.
Tenn.;
Paris,
Rendek
of
Coach
Kirstein,
degree,
doctorate
his
career, in addition to earning
Witherspoon, both of Paris. Tenn.; brothers, Chris Kirstein. of
and Head Coach Ken Hayes proved a formidable duo and compiled
an impressive 124-69 record during their 7-year tenure at Tulsa, Yorkville. III., David Kirstein and wife, Jodi, of Elk Grove Village,
playing in the fiercely competitive Missouri Valley Conference. III., and Tim Kirstein, of LaGrange, Ill.; in-laws Terry Knott. and
During this time,Coach Rendek championed Tex Winter)s famous wife, Danielle. and Gwen Knott. all of Paris. Tenn.: and several
Triple Post -Triangle" offense and recruited some of the most well- aunts, uncles and cousins.
known and beloved TU and MVC players ever, including Sammy
Arrangements are being handled by Ridgeway Funeral Home.
High. Steve Bracy. Mike Lofstrom, Kenneth "Grasshopper" Smith,
and two time MVC scoring champion, Willie Billes.
After retiring from coaching in 1975,Coach Rendek moved with
his family to the Kansas City area and began a 25-year career as a
1001 Whitnell %u.
successful promotional merchandise advertising and distribution
Murray. KY 42071-1040
executive including being the Founder and President of Master
Phone(270)753-1916
Marketing and Distributing Company,Inc.
Fax (270)753-1927
Coach Rendek was of the Catholic faith and he enjoyed boating,
Mon.- Fri. 11:00 a.m. - 5:11N) pan
Closed Sat. & Stm.
fishing, golfing. watching basketball, and relaxing with friends and
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Coach Rendek was preceded in death by his parents. Steve and
Rose Rendek; wife,Shirley Drinkard Rendek; and brothers and sisters, Pete, Irene, and Mary.
He is survived by his sons. Steve Rendek and wife. Jennifer, of
Houston. Texas, and Dr. Tom Rendek, of Murray; grandchildren,
Sofia. Gabariela, Tatiana, and Alix; great-granddaughter, Isabella;
grandson-in-law, AJ; and special friends, Bob and Gayle Rogers.of
Murray.
The service will be held at 5 p.m. Wednesday. July 3, 2013,at the
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Father Jason
McClure and Mr. Bob Rogers officiating.
Visitation will be held from 3-5 p.m. Wednesday. July 3,2013. at
the funeral home.
Online Condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by York Funeral Home.
This is 0 paid obituary.
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Free memory disorder
presentation to be offered

'ngayemenI
Car and Dog Wash set
The Murray Middle School Band will hold its
last Car and Dog Wash of the summer Saturday.
July 6, at Pizza Hut from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. All
proceeds will go toward the cost of special
instruction and the annual spring trip for the
upcoming school year.

to the Ledger
sion will be "Coping with
Srrnily members, friends and Challenging
Behaviors in
caregivers to people with mem- Dementia."
ory
disorders
such
as
The presentation will take
Alzheimer's disease or a related place at the Murray-Calloway
dementia are invited to attend a County Hospital Educational
free interactive video presenta- Services Building, located at
tion on Thursday. July 25.
803 Poplar St.,from 5:30-7 p.m.
The video presentation is The event is free and open to the
sponsored by the University of public, but registration is
Kentucky Sanders Brown required. Contact Sarah Tarrant
Center
on
Aging,
the at (859) 323-1331 or sarah.tarAlzheimer's Association, the rant@uky.edu to reserve a spot
Kentucky TeleHealth Network, The deadline to register is
and local health care centers. Tuesday. July 16.
The focus of the interactive ses-

Patriots Run to be held
The 3rd annual Patriots Run bike rally will be
held at Four Rivers Harley Davidson Saturday,
Kale Dunn,
July 6,from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Proceeds benefit
Community
the Hugs Project, which mails packages to
editor
troops in Afghanistan who do not receive support from family and friends. Registration
begins at 10 a.m. with the first bike out at II a.m. and the last bike
visit
in
at
information
2
p.m.
more
For
www.facebook.com/HugsProjectWK Y.

Datebook

CCPL to be closed for holiday
The Calloway County Public Library will be closed Thursday,
July 4,for Independence Day.

Newman
named to
Dean's
List at
SCAD
Our Anniversary/4th of July Sale is
piing .trong le4erday everything was
marked down even more, select dresses
are 1/2 off, all other 35% off. I put a lot
of new Items on the 65-75% off rack.
Shoes and handbags 15% off. All jewelry. is 25c4 off and we have a large amount
of jewelry at 1/2 off.
We have sizes front 0-18. There are
still a kit of good items'to round out your
summer wardrobe. Hats are also I +2 off.
We have several items for the 4th to
July in red, white and blue.
Congratulations to Patty Knott. who
won the SIO0 gift card,and Kate Reeves.
who won the weekly giveaway.
Be suie to "Like- and "Share" on
Facebook to be eligible to win, or cane
in to sign up On our mailing list. We send
a weekly newsletter with unadvertised
specials by email.
We are thrilled to be receiving an
exciting and popular new line of merchandise.
think you'll lose it. It should be
here within the next two weeks. It has
something for everyone.
Don't miss our big...

We

Remembrance Ceremony to be held
Murray VFW Post 6291 will hold a Remembrance Ceremony
Thursday, July 4, at 7:30 a.m. The half-hour ceremony will begin
with the singing of the National Anthem, a prayer from the chaplain, and a speech by a guest speaker. The ceremony will close with
a traditional 2I-gun salute and the playing of Taps. For more information on the Veteran's Remembrance Ceremony, contact the
Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau at 759-2199.

Islam receives outstanding education
Stay tuned to next weeks fun and fashion report
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The Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making
Council will have a special called meeting Wednesday, July 3, at 8
a.m. in the Calloway County Board of Education Library. The public is invited to attend.

Holiday closures announced
Calloway County offices will be closed Thursday, July 4. The
Judicial Building, District Court and Circuit Court will be closed
Thursday and Friday, July 4-5.

MHS Class of'58 to hold reunion
The Murray High School Class of 1958 will hold its 55-year
reunion Saturday. July 6, at 5:30 p.m. at the Hibachi King
Restaurant on the Highway 121 Bypass.

Pray Murray to host 24 hours of prayer
Pray Murray will gather at Harvest Land City Gate to host 24
hours of Prayer and Praise from 6 p.m. on Friday until 6 p.m. on
Saturday. To lead praise or prayer, call Pastor Michael Richardson
at 293-5687.

NAMI conference to be held
The NAMI Kentucky annual conference will be held Saturday,
July 20, at the Christ Lutheran Church, 9212 Taylorsville Road,
Louisville. The keynote speaker will be Karen Winters-Schwartz,
author of "Where Are the Cocoa Puffs? A Family's Journey
Through Bipolar Disorder" and "Reis's Pieces: Love, Loss and
Schizophrenia." The deadline for registration is Saturday, July 6.
To register or for more information, call (800) 257-5081 or visit
www.ky.nami.org.

Islam has an extensive teaching background and has been at
W.O.W. to meet
Murray State ,University since
Woodmen of the World Kirksey Lodge 170 and Hazel Lodge 138
1999. Her research is in the field
will meet Saturday,July 6,at 2 p.m.for the annual watermelon feast
with the residents at Fern Terrace Lodge. For more information
of literacy acquisition and the
contact Marilynn at 489-6251.
assessment and implementation
of intervention programs for stuHoliday to cancel dance at W.O.W.
dents at risk of academic failure.
Due to the July 4 holiday, The Just Breakin' Even Band will not
Islam was appointed by the
play at the Woodmen of the World Building this week. Dances will
International
Reading
resume next week, July II, and will be held every Thursday night
Association's(IRA) president to
at 330 CC Lowry Drive in Murray. The public is invited to attend.
serve as a chair of the IRA
Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
Special
Interest
Group
The Salem Baptist Church Cemetery is in need of tax deductible
Committee. She served on the
donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations
editorial advisory boards of
to
Salem Baptist Church Cemetery Fund, c/o Charles Windsor,
Merrill/Pearson
Publishing
trustee, 166 Honeysuckle Ln., Murray, KY 42071. Additional
Company and reviewed several Dr. Chhandra Islam
'trustees include Johnny Williams and Paul Straw.
books on the topic of literacy endowing the Dr. Mazharul
acquisition.
Bazzell Cemetery donations needed
Islam Foundation after her
Islam is a member of the board father passed away in 2003 to
The Bazzell Cemetery, located on Bazzell Cemetery Road just
of the Kentucky Reading further the goals of encouraging southwest of Coldwater, is in need of donations to help with the
Association, president of the students to pursue degrees lead- upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Willis Sanders,8224 St.
Murray Area Council of the ing to teaching and celebrating Rt. 121 N., Murray, KY 42071 or by calling 489-2212.
International
Reading excellence in education.
Knit-wits will meet
Association, and is a past editor
The Dr. Charles and Marlene
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
of the Kentucky Reading Johnson Outstanding Education
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
Journal. She was also appointed Award was established in 2010 of all levels are welcome. For more information Call Dot at
753to Murray State's International by Dr. Charles and Marlene 4803.
Students Retention Committee Johnson and is awarded annualto improve the diversity envi- ly."Teachers at all levels need to
Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
ronment on campus.
be recognized and appreciated
She
implemented
a more for what they do," the every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The pubDiagnostics Teaching Module Johnsons noted. "Many spend lic is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
project in Bangladesh and their own money for materials call the church office at 753-1834.
served as a liaison between Save and supplies for the classroom.
Celebrate Recovery to meet
the
Children
and
the Academic excellence begins in
Celebrate Recovery meets every Friday at Edgewood Baptist
International
Reading the classroom, and the teacher Church. At 5:40 p.m. a meal is served, at 6:40 p.m. is large group
Association. As a senior con- sets the proper tone and climate. and at 7:40 p.m. are small groups. For more information call 886sultant of Bangladesh Ministry We just want to recognize and 4461.
of Education, she examined the award that example of excelWATCH needs aluminum cans
effectiveness of teacher prepara- lence."
The
WATCH Center at 702 Main St., Murray, needs aluminum
tion programs and conducted
This award provides recipients
research that promotes informed with support for professional cans for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be taken to the
center during regular hours, or drive through the driveway on the
decision-making about reading faculty development, conferwest side of the center and place them in the cotton wagon.
practices and policies.
ences and travel, obtaining
Islam's family
supports research materials., or other
ECA accepting students
Murray
State
University, appropriate projects.
Eastwood Christian Academy is now enrolling students in all
grades for the 2013-2014 school year. For more information call
753-7744 or visit www.ecamurray.org. The enrollment deadline is
Aug. 20,2013.
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CCHS SBDM council to meet

Special to the Ledger
Amanda Newman. of Hardin, Brown and Petty
MeLissa Tabers Cooper, of Murray, and Stacey Lee Brown, of
has been named to the Dean's
List at the Savannah College of Bardwell, announce the engagement of their daughter, Sarah
Art and Design for the spring LaShae Brown to David Blake Petty, son of Barbara Gann, of
quarter 2013. Full-time under- Bardwell, David Petty, of Blountstown, Fla., and David Roger
graduate students who earn a Gann,of Sedalia.
Miss Brown is the granddaughter of Nona and Gerald Walker, of
grade point average of 3.5 or
above for the quarter receive Murray, Herby and Alice Tabers, of Murray, and Nancy and
Kenneth Brown,of Bardwell.
recognition on the Dean's List.
Mr. Petty is the grandson of the late George and Anna Wilson,of
The Savannah College of Art
and Design is a private, non- Oak Level, the late George Petty, of Benton, and Bertha Petty
profit. accredited institution Baize!.of Blountstown, Fla.
The bride-elect is a 2008 graduate of Murray High School and is
conferring bachelor's and master's degrees at distinctive loca- attending the school of nursing at Murray State University. She is a
tions and online to prepare stu- member of Coldwater United Methodist Church and is employed by
dents for professional careers. Carlisle County Ambulance Service.
The groom-elect is a 2006 graduate of Western Kentucky
SCAD offers degrees in more
than 40 areas of study as well as Community and Technical College, where he majored as an indusminors in nearly 60 disciplines trial electrician and acquired an Associate of Science. He is a memin Savannah, Ga.; Atlanta. Gai.: ber of USW Local 7-669 and is employed by Honeywell
Hong Kong; Lacoste. France: Performance Technologies.
The wedding will take place on October 12,2013.
and online.

Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
college of education announced
dr 2013 recipient of the Dr.
Charles and Marlene Johnson
Outstanding Education Award at
the Harry M. Sparks Lecture on
June 14. Dr. Chhanda Islam, a
professor in the department of
early childhood and elementary
education, was chosen for her
outstanding teaching and her
service to the university, its students and the region.
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Special to the Ledger
"Fired Together," an exhibition of clay work by two artists,
Wayne Bates and Cooper Levering, opens at 6 p.m. Friday and will
remain open through July 26.
The two artists have different approaches to their work, but share
similarities. Their relationship grew from a mutual need and trade
situation. Bites, working out of his local Studio and Gallery 121
was in need of technical and computer advice. Levering, who works
as a computer technician while perusing his creative interests in
ceramics, was in need of some studio assistance. Levering assists
with technology needs and in turn Wayne shares kiln and studio
facilities with Levering. The two artists may share space and clay.
and a thoughtful attention to process and detail, but the similarities
stop there.
Bates crafts functional pottery with an eye towards pattern and
color. His work is recognized by the sgraffito treatment to the clay
surface. Levering's work is primarily non-functional, or sculptural,
and he works in black and white. His work is influenced by the
mechanics used in bourbon distilleries known throughout Kentucky.
For information on the artists, go to www.waynebates.corn or
www.cooperlevering.corn.
The Murray Art Guild Summer Art Party. a kickoff for the
Guild's membership and supporter drive, is scheduled for from 6-9
Photos provided
p.m. Friday and will take place at the MAG and includes the exhi- Pictured are works by Cooper Levering, left, and Wayne Bates, which will be part of the "Fired
Together" exhibition that will
bition opening. a Monster Draw Rally, live music by the Eddy open Friday at the Murray Art Guild.
Grove Trio, and hands-on art activities.

Western Ky. represented
well in drama anthology
Special to the Ledger
LOUISVILLE,
KN.
—
"Scenes
from
the
Commonwealth: Short Plays and
Monologues
by
Kentucky
Women" showcases playwrights
from every part of the state, with
the western region well-represented by three of the women
involved: Liz Fentress. Constance
Alexander and Kate Larken.
MotesBooks in Louisville is the
publisher, and Shan R. Ayers of
Berea is the editor.
Playwright Liz Fentress was
Liz Bussey when she was executive director of Murray's
Playhouse in the Park. From
there, she moved on to Horse
Cave Theatre, which later became
known as Kentucky Repertory
Theatre and closed earlier this
year after 36 years. In 'Horge
Cave, Fentress coordinated the
Kentucky Voices program for the
development of new plays by or
about Kentuckians.
During Fentress's time at
Playhouse in the Park,she founded
West
the
Kentucky
Playwrights.
Constance
Alexander was a founding member of that group, and served as
marketing director and eventually
artistic director. Alexander of
Murray is an award-winning poet,
playwright, fiction writer, independent producer. and columnist
for the Murray Ledger & Times.
Kate Larken, founder of
MotesBooks. is a Murray State
University graduate with strong
roots in western Kentucky. She
served as a third generation editor
for her family newspapers. the
Carlisle County News and the
Hickman County Gazette. Before
MotesBooks. she
founding
worked as an educator and traveled the state for the Department
of Education with the Kentucky
Writing Program.
In her afterword in the anthology, Larken comments on the
long-standing presence of women
in theatre, in spite of the dominance of male playwrights like
Eugene O'Neill, Arthur Miller

N\I 1!Fr"
it Fr
Ege‘ !frfo'

and Tennessee Williams. She
credits the Kentucky Foundation
for Women and its role in supporting the work of women writers. including Fentress and
Alexander.
"With projects of this nature,"
Luken writes, "taking the long
view is important: This book may
very well hold even greater value
years hence than it does right
now. But for the present day it is
enough that 'Scenes from the
Common Wealth: Short Plays &
Monologues
by
Kentucky
Women' serves to document, in
part, yet another hard-won shift in
our cultural history."
In the anthology, an excerpt
from Bussey's play,"The Honey
Harvest," weaves beekeeping lore
into a father-daughter story.
depicting a re/ationship of mutual
interdependence and conflict.
Excerpts from Alexander's "The
Way Home" portray the lives of
two women from western
Kentucky. Both of them are fighting cancer, but the younger character is uninsured and thus facing
enormous medical, financial and
emotional crises.
Btith "The Honey Harvest"
and "The Way Home" were
developed through the Kentucky
Voices Program at Horse Cave
Theatre. "The Honey Harvest"
won the North American Actors
Association
Playwriting
Competition and was staged at
the Tristan Bates Theatre in
London's West End. "The Way
Home" has been produced in various locations in Kentucky. as
well as in Arkansas. California,
Georgia, Illinois. Louisiana, New
Jersey and New York.
Other playwrights in the
anthology
include
Naomi
Wallace. Sallie Bingham, Nancy
Gall-Clayton, Belinda Mason and
Anne Shelby. For More information about Scenes From the
Common Wealth, log on to
wvvw.MotesBooks.com.
More about Liz Fentress at
ww vv .1izfentress.com . Constance
Alexander's site is www.con-stancealexander.com.
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CHEER

Walls
chosen as
new cheer
coach
Murray State University has
announced the hiring of Brittany
Walls as the
Racer's head
cheer coach
for the 201314 academic
year.
Walls
comes
to
Murray State
after coaching
the
all-girl
squads
at
WALLS
Reidland High
School from 2009-13.
"We are fortunate to have
someone with the experience and
passion that Brittany brings to the
Racer cheer team.- said Murray
State associate athletic director
Paul Bubb. "Brittany is also a
former MSU cheerleader and her
Racer pride was evident when we
met and spoke about the position."
Walls cheered at Murray State
from 2006-08 while majoring in
public relations and minoring in
marketing. .,She has also been
volved with coaching all-star
‘eams and the Upward program.
Walls began cheering in elemeniary school, continued through
igh school at nearby Marshall
County and then finished her
cheer career at Murray State.
The Murray State cheer team
is heavily involved in promoting
Racer Athletics through community activities as well as their visibility at home football and basketball games. Tryouts for the
team were held on May 5 with 20
members selected for the 2013-14
squad.

MSU ATHLETICS

Two Racer programs garner NCAA APR awards
total points earned by the team at row that a Racer team was recoga given time, divided by the total nized for APR excellence by the
The Murray State University points possible and multiplied by NCAA and the fifth time in the
women's basketball and men's 1,000. It is based off of a four- eight-year history of the award.
"We are tremendously proud
golf teams have received NCAA year sample with this year's cal. Academic Progress Rate (APR) culation coming from 2008-09. of these two teams for this outPublic Recognition Awards for 2009-10, 2010-11 and 2011-12 standing accomplishment," said
the 2011-12 academic year. the school years. High-performing Director of Athletics Allen Ward.
governing body announced earli- teams, those in the top 10 percent "Coach Cross and Coach Hunt
of their respective sport, receive continue to have great success on
er this month.
The APR is a term-by-term public recognition awards by the field of competition, but this
measure of eligibility and reten- posting APR scores ranging from award proves that they are successful in the classroom as well.
tion for Division I student-ath- 978 to a perfect I 000.
This marks the first award for They have truly embraced our
letes that was developed as an
early indicator of eventual gradu- women's basketball and head 'Four Years. Two Goals' concept
ation rates. The APR includes eli- coach Rob Cross and the second by ensuring we continue to progibility. retention and graduation for men's golf and head coach duce high-quality student-athletes
in the calculation and provides a Eddie Hunt, having previously that will do great things beyond
clear picture of the academic cul- won for the 2010-11 academic Murray State here,thanks to their
year. The women's basketball degree.
ture in each sport.
Senior Associate Athletics
The APR awards two points team is the sixth team at Murray
each terni to student-athletes who State to win the award, while Director Matt Kelly echoed
meet academic eligibility stan- men's golf is now the third MSU Ward's sentiments, "These are
dards and who remain with the squad to win multiple awards. two long-time coaches at Murray
institution. A team's APR is the This also marks fourth year in a State that have a great under-

standing of what we try to accomplish as a department on a day-today basis. Over the years they
have consistently turned out student-athletes who are leaders on
the field or links,in the classroom
and in the community. We are
extremely proud of these two
coaches and their continued commitment to the student-athlete."
Conference-wide a leaguerecord 23 teams from eight different institutions were honored this
year. The Murray State women's
basketball and men's golf teams
were just one of two teams in
their respective sport to be honored league-wide.
"This award is indicative of
the commitment our program and
Murray State University has .to
ensuring our student-athletes stay
on track to graduate," said
women's basketball head coach
Rob Cross. "At MSU,academics

MLB: REDS 3, GIANTS 0

MLB

Reds' Bailey throws no-no

Milton
Bradley
sentenced
in
abuse case

JOE KAY
AP Baseball Writer

CINCINNATI(AP) — Homer
Bailey threw his second no-hitter
in 10 months and the first in the
majors this season, pitching the
Cincinnati Reds to a 3-0 victory
over the slumping San Francisco
Giants on Tuesday night.
Bailey (5-6) became the third
Reds pitcher with more than one
no-hitter, joining Jim Maloney
and Johnny Vander Meer — still
the only big leaguer to toss two in
a row. Bailey beat the Pirates 1-0
in Pittsburgh last Sept. 28 and got
another 17 starts later.
The last pitcher to throw one
no-hitter and then another before
anyone else in the majors accomplished the feat was Hall of
Famer Nolan Ryan. according to
STATS. /
Baseball's career strikeout
king did it for the California
Angels on Sept. 28, 1974, against
Minnesota, and June 1, 1975, vs.
Baltimore.
Bailey walked Gregor Blanco
leading off the seventh, the only
Giants batter to reach base. First
baseman Joey Votto threw out
Blanco as he tried to advance
from second to third on a
BEN WALKER
grounder.
AP Baseball Writer
AL BEHRMAN i AP Photo
With 27509 fans on their feet
chanting "Homer! Homer!" Reds starting pitcher Homer Bailey, right, hugs catcher Ryan Hanigan, left, after Bailey
NEW YORK(AP) — A Major Bailey finished it off by getting threw a no-hitter against the San Francisco Giants in a baseball game, Tuesday, July 2,
League Baseball umpire was Brandon Crawford on a high
2013, in Cincinnati. Cincinnati won 3-0.
recently dismissed for what was comebacker. striking out Tony
believed to be the first known -Abreu and retiring Blanco on a field to celebrate and doused with er in the history of baseball's first
The Giants were no-hit for the
drug _ouster among umps, two grounder to third baseman Todd a red sports drink.
professional franchise to get more 16th time. The last three pitchers
people familiar with the situation Frazier.
to hold them hitless were all
It was the 16th no-hitter in than one.
have told The Associated Press.
named Kevin — LA's Gross in
threw
the
only
Vander
Meer
history.
No
Reds
Cincinnati
When Votto caught the throw
MLB announced on June 14 for the final out, Bailey raised pitcher had thrown a no-no at back-to-back no-hitters in major 1992, Florida's Brown in 1997
that Brian Runge was no longer both arms in triumph,reminiscent home since Tom Browning's 1-0 league history in 1938, beating and Philadelphia's Millwood in
on the staff and that a Triple-A of that grand moment in perfect game against the Dodgers Boston and Brooklyn. Maloney 2003.
Bailey was facing a lineup in a
umpire had been promoted, but Pittsburgh last September, then at Riverfront Stadium on Sept. had a no-hitter at Wrigley Field in
didn't give a reason. Only once hugged catcher Ryan Hanigan.
1%5 and one at home against
16, 1988.
11 See NOMITTER,9A
since 2000 had such a change
Bailey became the third pitch- Houston in 1969.
Teammates poured onto the
been made in midseason,and that
was because of an injury.
The two people said Runge
failed at least one drug test, then
reached an agreement so he could
remain on the umpire roster.
When he failed to comply with
records and interviews show he
BRIDGET MURPHY
those terms, he was released.
was no stranger to talking to
Associated
Press
The people spoke on condition
police, first in Florida and then in
of anonymity because MLB didBOSTON (AP) — As former the Boston area.
n't publicly say why Runge was
A sworn court complaint from
New England Patriots tight end
gone.
Aaron Hernandez sits in a private Florida's Eighth Judicial Circuit
It could not be independently
cell for his protection, a portrait is details Hernandez's apparent
determined by the AP what drug
emerging of a man whose life involvement in a May 2007 fight
was involved.
away from the field included at a restaurant called The Swamp
Joe West. president of the
World Umpires Association —
brushes with violence that started in Gainesville, Fla. The partially
the union representift umps —
as long ago as his freshman year redacted document says the waiter told police that Hernandez,
declined comment Tuesday.
at the University of Florida.
The AP was unable to contact
Details of a series of alterca- who was then 17, punched him in
Runge through the union or other
tions and gun incidents linked to the head while he was escorting
umpires. ,
the Pro Bowler have surfaced the subject out inf the business
Like players. umpires are subsince Hernandez was arrested after a dispute about an alleged
ject to random drug tests.
June 26 in the death of a semi-pro non-payment of a bill.
The waiter suffered a burst
Oakland pitcher Bartolo Colon,
football player who was dating
eardrum
in the altercation.
Philadelphia catcher Carlos Ruiz
the sister of his fiancee.
Tim Tebow, now a member of
and San Diego catcher Yasmani
Hernandez has pleaded not
Patriots and at the time Florida's
Grandal all missed time this seaguilty in the shooting death of 27star quarterback. is listed as a witbecause of drug suspensions
whose
body
year-old Odin Lloyd,
ness on report, which classifies
posed last year. In addition, 26
was found June 17 about a mile
the offense as "felony battery." It
players have been suspended this
from the defendant's mansion in
wasn't clear Tuesday how the
jeear under the minor league drug
North Attleborough, Mass.
was settled.
case
program.
The athlete's defense team has
It said Tebow's involvement
The 43-year-old Runge didn't
called the district attorney's case came after Hernandez called him
ivork in the majors after last Aug.
circumstantial and has said over to try to intervene in a verbal
miKE GEORGE AP Photo Hernandez looks forward to
30 while dealing with a knee
altercation before the assault.
injury. He called spring training Former Patriots tight end Aaron Hernandez, left, stands clearing his name.
Also in 2007. the Orlando
games this year and later did sev- with his attorney Michael Fee, right, during arraignment
But even before the 23-year•See HERNANDEZ,9A
Wednesday, June 26, in Attleboro, Mass.
old's murder recent arrest, public
•See UMPIRE,9A
r

Before arrest, Hernandez had violent past

t

truly does come first and with the
leadership of Allen Ward, Matt
Kelly and their'staff, our studentathletes have had tremendous
academic success to go along
with their successes on the court.
This is the first such award the
women's basketball program has
received here at Murray State and
it just shows the type of studentathletes we have been able to
bring into the program over the
past five years."
In total, 976 teams representing 268 of 346 Division I colleges
and universities, placed at least
one team on the top APR list.
That number is up considerably
from last year's mark of 954
teams from 263 schools. For the
year.
consecutive
second
Dartmouth led the nation with 23
awards,followed by Brown with
20 and Bucknell with 19.

LOS ANGELES ( AP) —
Former Los Angeles bodgers
outfielder Milton Bradley was
sentenced Tuesday to more than
2/
1
2 years in jail for abusing and
threatening his estranged wife.
Bradley,35,also was ordered
to perform 400 hours of community service, half of which will
be spent with underprivileged
youth in a baseball league. He
also will be placed on five years'
probation and must complete a
year of domestic violence counseling and an anger management
program.
Bradley is appealing the sentence and remains free on
$250,000 bond. He's scheduled
to return to court next month.
Bradley faced up to 7 lh years
in jail after he was found guilty
of nine misdemeanor counts.
including four counts of spousal
battery, one count of assault
with a deadly weapon and one
count of making criminal
threats.
Prosecutors say Bradley
threatened and attacked his wife
five times in 2011 and 2012. In
one incident, Bradley pushed his
wife against a wall and choked
her after she asked him to stop
smoking marijuana in front of
their children and wanted his
friends to leave their home.
authorities said.
The two have been married
for five years and have two children together, but are separated
and in the middle of a contentious divorce.
Bradley played 11 years with
the Dodgers, Montreal Expos.
Cleveland Indians, Oakland
Athletics. San Diego Padres,
Texas Rangers, Chicago Cubs
and Seattle Mariners. During his
career, he had several incidents
where his anger boiled over.
The Dodgers traded him to
Oakland in 2005 after he
slammed a water bottle at a fan
at Dodger Stadium after someone threw it on the field. He
received a five-game suspension.
Bradley tore the anterior cruciate ligament in his right knee
in 2007 when he played with the
Padres after he was spun to the
ground by manager Bud Black,
who was trying to keep him
away from an umpire.
During his brief stint with
Seattle, he was suspended for a
game for bumping an umpire
and ejected for arguing a called
third strike. Bradley also got a
four-game suspension once for
tossing a bag of balls onto the
field after an ejection.
He's been a free agent since
the Mariners released him in
2011.
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Cincinnati
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4
Chicago
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15
Milwaukee
33 49 402
18
West Division
W
L Pct GB
42 40 512
Arizona
Colorado
41 42 494
1',
40 44 476
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3
San Francisco
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Los Angeles
Today
Milwaukee (Lohse 3-61 at Washington
(Detwiler 2-61, 6 05 p m
Philadelphia (Lannan 1-21 at Pittsburgh
(Locke 7-11. 7 05 p m
Arizona (Delgado 0-21 at N Y Mets
iHarvey 7-11, 7 10 p m
Miami (Nolasco 4-81 at Atlanta (Minor 83). 710 pm
San Diego (Volquez 6-61 at Boston
I Lester 8-4), 7 10 p m
San Francisco (Zito 4-6) at Cincinnati
(Cingrani 3-0). 7'10 p m
L A Dodgers (Greinke 5-2) at Colorado
(Chatwood 4-1). 8 10 p m.
Chicago Cubs(Garza 3-1) at Oakland
(Colon 11-2). 1005 pm.
St Louis(S.Miller 8-6) at LA Angels
(Williams 5-3), 10:05 pm
Thursday
Milwaukee at Washington. 11.05 a.m
Arizona at N V Mets. 1 10 p m
San Francisco at Cincinnati, 110 p.m
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh, 1:35 p.m
San Diego at Boston, 135 p.m.
Chicago Cubs at Oakland. 4 05 p m
Miami at Atlanta. 7 lfhp m
LA Dodgers at Colorado, 8 10 p m
St Louis at L A Angels. 905 pm
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Chicago
33 47 413
10
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
48 34 585
Oakland
48 35 578
Los Angeles
39 43.476
9
Seattle
35 47.427
13
Houston
30 53 361 18v?
Today
Detroit (Scherzer 12-0) at Toronto
IJo Johnson 1-21. 7 07 p m
Baltimore (Feldman 0-01 at Chicago
White Sox (H Santiago 3-5), 7 10 p m
San Diego (Volguez 6-6) at Boston
(Lester 8-4) 7 10 p m
Seattle (F Hernandez 8-41 at Texas
(0 Holland 6-41 8 05 p m
Cleveland (Kazmir 4-4) at Kansas City
(Guthrie 7-61 8 10 p m
N se Yankees ISabathia 8-61 at
Minnesota (Walters 2-41. 8 10 p m
Tampa Bay (Ro Hernandez 4-9) at
Houston (B Norris 5-7). 8 10 p m
Chicago Cubs(Garza 3-1) at Oakland
(Colon 11-2). 1005 P m
St Louis(S Miller 8-6) at LA Angel,
'
(Williams 5-3). 10-05 p.m
Thursday
San Diego at Boston. 1.35 p m
Baltimore at Chicago White Sox 2 10
13-m.
Cleveland at Kansas City, 2 10 p m
N.Y Yankees at Minnesota. 2:10 p m
• Tampa Bay at Houston. 210 p m.
Chicago Cubs at Oakland. 405 p.m
Detroit at Toronto, 707 p m
Seattle at Texas, 805 p m

From Page 8A
eral Triple-A games, but hadn
been back in the big leagues during the regular season.
Runge joined the MLB umpiring staff in 1999% He worked
playoffs three times and last
year's All-Star game.
He is a member of MLB's first
of
three-generation
family
umpires. Grandfather Ed was an
American League umpire from
1954-70 and worked the World
Series three times; father Paul
oalle,,d National League games
from 1973-97 and did the World
Series four times before becoming the NL's executive dirtctor of
umpires.
Brian Runge was behind the
plate for a pair of no-hitters last
year — Philip Humber's perfect
game and the combo effort by six
Seattle pitchers. He also was at
third base for Man Cain's perfect
game last season.
Chris Conroy was promoted
from Triple-A last month to take
Runge's spot on the MLB umpiring staff. Conroy had Vk orked 267
regular-season games in the
majors as a fill-in since 2010
before being hired permanently.

AVOID THE SUMMER SERVICE RUSH. Get your air
conditioning system cleaned & serviced today!

Call Triangle Enterprises Heating
and Cooling for professional
service on all brands.

Ask about our
Service Plus+
maintenance program.

270 4432424
COMM.at
ReideraIt

-

111

SAVE 10% ON SERVICE CALL
& NEW INSTALLATIONS

Since

1954

HEATING & COOLING

HVAC IA HMO 1554

To place an ad call 753-1916

II No Hitter...
From Page 8A
deep funk — two runs or
less in nine of San Francisco's
last 12 games. He didn't need
much help to keep the no-hitter
going — the Giants went rather
quietly.
Last year was the season of
the no-hitter, with seven in all,
which tied the modern record.
By this point, five had been
thrown. So far in 2013. there
had been only two close calls.
Texas Yu Darvish was
working on a perfect game
when he gave up a two-out single in the ninth to Houston's
Marwin Gonzalei during a 7-0
win on April 2. Detroit's Anibal
Sanchez gave up a one-out single in the ninth to Minnesota's
Joe Mauer in a 6-0 win on May
N.
Bailey became the first to
take one all the way this year.
Votto had a sacrifice fly off
Tim Lincecum (4-9). and
Brandon Phillips hit a two-run

homer for all the help Bailey
would need.
Lincecum had some of his
best moments last season in
Cincinnati. Relegated to the
bullpen after losing IS games
during the regular season, he
went 4 1-3 innings in relief to
help the Giants win Game 4
and, eventually, their division
series, the first step toward a
World Series title.
But there was no stopping
Bailey this time.
hit
Choo
Shin-Soo
Lincecum's fifth pitch deep to
right. Hunter Pence jumped
above the wall and had the ball
deflect off the heel of his glove
back into play. The umpires
initially ruled it- a home run,
but overturned the call after a
review and gave Ciao a double. He eventually scored on
Votto's sac fly.
Phillips hit a drive into the
first row in left field in the
sixth inning. his 12th homer for
a 3-0 lead.

•Hernandez...
From Page 8A
Sentinel reported Hernandez was
among three Florida football
players and another who had
gone on to the NFL that police in
Gainesville questioned after a
double shooting that happened
after the team lost a game in
2007. The paper reported
Hemandez's mother confirmed he
was among those questioned but
police at the time said none of the
players were suspects.
Hemandez declined comment
at the time, the paper reported. A
request for comment left with a
spokesman for Hernandez's legal
team Tuesday evening was not
immediately returned.
Although Hernandez is facing
a murder charge, his troubles may
not end there.
Police in Hernandez's hometown of Bristol, Conn., said
Tuesday that Boston police have
asked for their help with a double
homicide investigation linked to
the former NFL star.
Bristol Police Lt. Kevin
Morrell said the request from
Boston police in the July 2012
double homicide was based on
evidence developed through the
investigation of Lloyd's slaying.
He said police were asked to
search the same home in Bristol
for both investigations, and they
seized a vehicle at the address
Friday.
Two men died in the shooting
in Boston's South End on July 15.
2012 and another was wounded.
Witnesses reported seeing gunfire
coming from a gray SUV with
Rhode Island plates that was
aimed at a vehicle carrying the
victims, 29-year-old Daniel Jorge
Correia de Abreu and 28-year-old
Safiro Teixeira Furtado.
Boston police have declined to
comment on whether Hernandez

is being looked as a possible suspect in that case from last summer.
Hernandez has been connected to still more incidents involving guns, although none have
resulted in criminal charges
against him.
A man who claims Hernandez
shot him in the face in February
after an argument at a Florida
strip club filed a civil lawsuit
days before police arrested
Hernandez.
Plaintiff Alexander Bradley
claims in the civil action that
Hernandez shot him with a handgun,causing him to lose his right
eye. But after someone found the
Connecticut man bleeding in an
alley behind a Palm Beach
County store after hearing a gunshot, he told police he didn't
know who shot him and gave
only a vague description of possible assailants.
Bradley's lawyer David
Jaroslawicz wouldn't comment
on Tuesday about the nature of
the alleged dispute between his
client and Hernandez. He said the
two flew to South Florida together before getting into a dispute at
a Miami c)tib.
The attorney said Bradley',
who worked for Stanley Steamer
before the shooting, had done
some work for Hernandez and
that the two also hung out socially a few times and had known
each other for several years.
"The last thing we expected
was a few days after we filed the
lawsuit police would find a dead
body a few miles from his
house," the attorney said in a
phone interview.
Authorities have also linked
Hernandez to a May 18 altercation outside a bar in Providence,
Rhode Island. that involved a
gun.
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Queen Euro Top
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SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinklevilie Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
OPP,Nay 9 7 • Saturday 10-7. Sunday 1-5 • Freday 1043
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MSU college of education announces faculty appointments
Special to the Ledger
Three faculty members in the
Murray State University college
of education will be assuming
new roles, effective July I.
Dr. Jacqueline Hansen, professor of education and the elementary program coordinator, has
been selected as the department
chair for the early childhood and
elementary education department. Hansen taught elementary
school in central Nebraska for
over 20 years before coming to
Murray State. She holds multiple graduate degrees, including
an M.A. in educational administration and an Ed.D. in educational administration, curriculum and instruction from the
University of Nebraska. Hansen
is an Education Professional
Standards Board Examiner and

vice chair of the Murray State
University Academic Council.
Dr. Barbara Washington, associate professor of special education, has been appointed as
interim chair of the department
of adolescent,career and special
education. Since joining the faculty in 2007, she has served as
the program coordinator of the
special education program and
vice president of the Kentucky
Council
of
Exceptional
Children. She is a reviewer for
both the Business Teachers
Education Journal .and the
Kentucky Teacher Education
Journal. Washington is a member of the Council for
Exceptional Children, TASH,
the American Association for
Intellectual and Developmental
Disabilities, and the CEC

Division of Career Development
and Transition. She has served
on the Faculty Senate, the
Insurance
and
Benefits
Committee, the, President's
Commission on Diversity and
Inclusion, and several college of
education faculty search committees.
Dr. Alesa Walker. director of
Teacher Education Services
(TES), will add the role of director of the Teacher Quality
Institute to her current duties.
She has served the college of
education as the director of TES
since 2001. She isi member of
ASCD, Phi Delta Kappa, Delta
Kappa Gamma and the
Dr. Jacqueline Hanson
Kentucky
Association
of
Alternative Revenue Committee
College of Teacher Education,
during the MSU budget review
serving as treasurer in 2009.
process and was a member of
Walker was co-chair of the

Dr. Barbara Washington
the college of education budget
review committee this past year.
She is a member of several state
and Education Professional

Dr. Alesa Walker
Standards Board committees, as
well as numerous college of
education committees.

Boy Scout jamboree to host hundreds of girls
JOHN BABY
Associated Press
GLEN JEAN, W.Va.(AP) —
Make room, guys. The girls are
coming to the Boy Scouts of
America's national jamboree.
Hundreds of female participants will be among the more
than 40,000 Scouts and leaders
attending the national gathering
that occurs every four years. The
jamboree runs July 15 to 24 at
the Summit outdoor adventure
site in southern West Virginia.
The girls are part of the
Scouts youth development program called Venturing. It started
in 1998 and involves members
of both sexes ages 14 to 20.
Many of their activities involve
physical challenges and travel,
making it especially attractive to
older teens.
While girls attended past
Jamborees in limited numbers.
organizers say this year is the
first, time they've widely
allowed female Venturers.

About 2,000 Venturers are
signed up this year,and National
Jamboree
director
Larry
Pritchard estimaty about half of
them are femare.S.
"Yes, it's a big deal," said John
R. McGhee Jr., a Charleston
attorney and board member of
the Boy Scouts' local Buckskin
Council. "It speaks well for the
future of scouting. It brings a
whole new segment of the population into the program."
Letting them participate was
"just the right thing for us to
do," Pritchard said. "This was
just the next logical step for us
to take, to give those members
of our program an opportunity
to enjoy what we have here as
well, to drink the Kool-Aid and
spread the word to the others
who are in Venturing, to both
young men and young women."
The jamboree approaches as
Boy Scouts of America faces
turmoil after its move to accept
openly gay boys as Scouts. The

BSA's National Council voted
in May to allow gays after years
of pressure to be more inclusive.
However, the vote prompted a
backlash from some conservatives. and at least a few churches around the country have said
they will no longer host Boy
Scout troops.
The Boy Scouts of America's
youth membership declined
from 3.3 million in 2002 to
about 2.6 million last year.
Jenny Welles, 18, saw her
brother head off to the 2010
jamboree while she was unable
to go. This time she'll being
attending with a group of
Venturers from Appleton, Wis.
She spent a week in West
Virginia last summer during a
scaled-down dress rehearsal for
the jamboree.
"I just think it will be a good
experience for everybody," she
said. "It will give Venturing
more publicity and we can probably get more participants."

According to the BSA,
Venturers' membership has
declined more than 10 percent
since peaking at 260,000 in
2008.
Twins Virginia and Perry
McGhee formed their own
Venturing crew two years ago.
Their father and grandfather
were Eagle Scouts, and their
brother was a Boy Scout.
They relished the program's
recreational, community service
and social opportunities.
"As you're getting into your
teenage years,it's kind of important," Virginia McGhee said.
"You have to build the communications skills between everybody and not just kids who are
just like you."
The I0,600-acre Summit site,
which will be the jamboree's
new permanent home,is the perfect venue for Venturing's highadventure activities. The site
will also hold the 2019 World
Scout Jamboree, an internation-

al gathering that has previously
allowed female participants.
Perry McGhee said she'll participate in "whatever I can get
my hands on," although the
competitive swimmer plans to
spent a lot of time around the
Summit's four Olympic-sized
pools, where the activities will
include SCUBA diving, kayaking and other water-based challenges.
Welles and Virginia McGhee
can't wait to go whitewater rafting on the nearby New River.
Along the way, they won't
mind showing the boys a thing
or two.
"If we can surpass them,that'd
be great, to show them that
we're just as tough as they are,"
Virginia McGhee said.
Rick Kagawa will have two
girls among his group of eight
Venturers from Orange County,
Calif. Part of the jamboree experience involves trading patches,
and that's where Kagawa

believes the girls will have the
advantage, based on his daughter's experience as a staff member in 2005.
"My daughter walked anywhere and a boy would open up
his bag and go, 'I'll trade you
because you're a girl with anything I've got.' She got everything she wanted when she was
at jamboree," Kagawa said.
""We tell all our girls that you'll
get any patch set you want."
Pritchard expects the focus to
be more on the outdoor adventures than a battle of the sexes.
The young people "just want
to be here and try it," Pritchard
said. "The Venturers who were
here last summer for our (dress
rehearsal) weren't here to see
who was better, the boys or
girls. but just to experience what
there was for us to offer. Even
with that little taste we gave
them, everybody went away
with a wow. We want to do more
of that."
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Nation's Fieedom
The Murray Bank would like
to wish everyone a
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Byars fulfills requirements
to perform DOT physicals
Effective May 21, 2014 all
CMV drivers seeking a valid
Byars Family QuikCare of
medical certificate to drive in
Murray is pleased to announce
interstate commerce must be
that President/Owner, Kimberly
seen by a medical examiner listByars, APRN has recently fuled on the National Registry.
filled all requirements to
"We are pleased to be ahead of
become a member of The
the game," Byars says, "
National Registry of Certified
Meeting the requirements for
Medical Examiners for the
the National Registry is a big
Department of Transportation.
making things easiThe Registry is compiled only step toward
truckers. Our
interstate
for
er
of those medical professionals
the same effiexpect
can
drivers
who have been trained, tested,
exams, but
effective
cost
cient,
and certified to preform medical
of having
bonus
added
the
with
examinations for Commercial
by a
performed
physicals
their
Vehicle drivers.This certificaprovider."
credentialed
exams
tion insures that all CDL
To schedule a DOT physical
are performed to the highest
level of professional standards, you may contact Byars Family
QuikCare at 270-753-5017.
training, and care.
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Jill Asher, director of Perioperative Services at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital (left), displays the scanning wand that is part of the RF Assure
Detection System that MCCH is utilizing, while (right) Mike Rust, president
of the Kentucky Hospital Association shakes hands with Steve Owens, chairman of the MCCH Board of Trustees, last Wednesday.
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MCCH financials continue to show progress
By KINN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

For nearly three generations,
Murray Woman's CI init.- has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentucky and
northwest'Tennessee.

.LAD

For the third month in a row,
the financial progress report for
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board of Trustees
showed an uptick.
During the board's monthly
meeting last Wednesday, it was
shown that the all-important
Days Cash on Hand statistic had
once again risen in the month of
May, up three days from April
numbers. That means the hospital has gained 23 days' worth of
cash since a rather dismal report
from August of last year.
In addition, operating margin,
which had sank to -7.95 in
February was positive for the
third straight month at 1.47.
Also, bad debt percentage, high
in April at 10.7, was as low as it
has been since September 2009
at only 3.53. That September '09

\Iurrav-CaIIowav Connt,
Parks & Recreation
fi

number was 3.2.
One area that appears destined
to struggle for the time being
will be volumes for the hospital
and its service lines, a fact
backed by Kentucky Hospital
Association President Mike
Rust, who was a guest at the
meeting. He said that the average drop in volume from last
year for the 131 Kentucky facilities that agency oversees is
about 20 percent.
Therefore, a figure showing
MCCH was at a 17.86 percent
variance from last year was
actually received well.
"As Mike said, we could be at
that 20 percent range so we are
actually quite happy about that."
said MCCH Chief Financial
Officer Vicki Parks. "We're still
going to work on getting that
better, though."
There were some very bright
spots in the volume stats.
though. Endoscopy was 89 procedures ahead of budget, meaning it now is nearly flat compared to last year and is ahead of
budget by 244 procedures for
this year. Parks also said surgeries, while 10 procedures under
budget, resulted in much better
numbers than expected for May.
Radiology was also a strong
suit, finishing 44 procedures
ahead of budget, pulling it within less than a five percent deficit
to last year.
MCCH's new hybrid operating room has reached the early
stages of Phase 2, it was

revealed last Wednesday. Lisa
Ray, vice president of Patient
Services, said a mock-up of how
the facility will appear was
designed and is available for
viewing at a location off site
from MCCH.
CEO Jerry Penner also fielded
a question from board member
Dr. Burton Young about the possibility of the new operating
facility utilizing the daVinci
robot.
"It will be a balancing act,"
Penner responded, explaining
that the technology costs $2.5
million and requires $140,000
annual maintenance. "It is the
future, though, and it appears
that patients who have their procedures with the daVinci have
bounced back quicker than with
conventional procedures.
"I think we need to take a look
at this in August."
In addition, Jill Asher, director

of Perioperative Services, made
an appearance at the meeting, to
display equipment that has made
MCCH a trailblazer in Kentucky
surgery. This includes the RF
Assure Detection System, consisting of a scanning wand that
is used to detect surgical
sponges to prevent a sponge
being left inside a patient.
Sponges also come equipped
with RF (radio frequency)
devices that allow for easy
detection.
"We are the first hospital in
Kentucky to offer this, and
we're very proud," Asher said,
explaining that great care is
already taken to prevent this
issue at MCCH; four sponge
counts are made on each patient.
"After that fourth count, though,
we can now scan inside the
patient and this assures us that
we've left nothing inside."
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Dr. Burton Young (right) and Lisa Shoemaker, MCCH board
members, get an up-close look at an RF surgical sponge. The
sponge comes equipped with a device that allows for easier
detection, preventing it from being left inside a patient.
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Dear Patients,
I am retiring after 43 years of practicing in the subspecialty
of allergy, asthma and immunology. I wish to thank the many
patients of Calloway County that I have had the privilege &
pleasure of treating.
I am pleased to announce that Dr. Robert Bressler will be
taking over my practice. Dr. Bressler is a Board Certified Allergist with over 25 years experience in both academic and
private practice of allergy and asthma care. Dr. Bressler is
excited to accept and continue treatment of my patients and
will be available in Murray on Tuesdays beginning July 16.
He will see patients at the location you are familiar with (Allergy and Asthma Clinic of W Kentucky),2957 Hwy.641 N.
I recommend that you call (270) 753-7451 beginning July
1st and make an appointment in order to get established with
Dr. Bressler.
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DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on March 26, 2013, and subsequent orders in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $112,111.75, plus interest, costs, fees, attorney fees, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Thursday, July 11, 2013, at the hour of 1000 a.m.,
local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County. Kentucky, with its address being 4828 State Route 121 North, Murray,
KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
A 0.427 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of TRINITY ENGINEERING,
INC. of Murray. Kentucky on December 01, 1994 and being located at the intersection of Highway 121 and Highway 299 in the town of Stella. Kentucky and
being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at #4 rebar set) on the west right-of-way of Highway 299‘60E 13./W)
approximately 135.7 feet north of the centerline of highway 121 (70E WW1,said
rebar being the southeast corner if Rodney Bohannon 1D.B 113, Pg. 1381 and the
northeast corner of the herein described tract of land:
THENCE South 07 degrees 24 minutes 38 seconds West for a distance of 100.75
feet with the west right-of-way of Highway 299 to a point on the north right-ofway of Highway 121, saict point being the southeast corner of the herein described
tract of land,
THENCE North 86 degrees 31 minutes 57 seconds West for a distance of 24.97
feet with the north right-of-way of Highway 121 through #4 rebar 'set at 194.97
feet as a witness pin) to a point in the centerline of a ditch, said point being the
southeast corner of Jack Cain (D.B. 159, Pg. 1412) and the southwest corner of
the herein described tract of land;
THENCE with the centerline of a ditch for the following calls;
THENCE North 11 degrees 14 minutes 22 seconds West for a distance of 4.31 feet
to a point;
THENCE North 09 degrees 28 minutes 57 seconds East for a distance of 21.45
feet to a point.
THENCE north 09 degrees 28 minutes 23 seconds West for a distance of 50.77
feet to a point On the south line of Rodney Bohannon i D.B. 113, Pg. 138), said
point being the northwest corner of the herein described tract of land,

Being the same property conveyed to John Townsend and Sarah E Townsend,
husband and wife, by deed dated January 07, 2008 and recorded on January 08,
2008 in Deed Book 727, Page 490 in the Office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent (10% ) of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty 1301 days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 24th day of June. 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Moving must sell
queen 4 poster bed,
dresser, chest $400
Solid oak entertainment center $60
Bedding sets $25-50
Drapery set $35
Prices negotiable
270-227-5184

Bundle TV and
Internet starting
at $64.95 per
month. Call
877-726-4077.
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Self Storage
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Home Delivery
$30.00
3 mo.
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6 mo.
1 yr. ....... $105.00
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-$145.00
$120.00 1 yr.
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PLAINTIFF.

Being the same property conveyed to Matt Crawford and Dana Dick now
Crawford).now married, by deed dated August 26,2004. of record in Book 561
Page 273. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent i lOrilof the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty 1301 days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 24th day of June, 2013
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

WESLEY COPELAND,
OLIVIA COPELAND,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court'
on October 12, 2012, and subsequent orders, in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $85.169.75, plus interest
at the rate of $12.22 per diem from September 1.2011. until paid, plus costs.
fees, etc , I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
Thursday, July 11, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being 10362 State Route 121 South, New Concord, KY 42076, and being
more particularly described as follows:
Legal description of a tract of land located in the Community of New Concord,
County of Calloway, State of Kentucky. bedixa part of the southwest Quarter of
Section 18, Township 1, Range 6 East, and a part of PVA parcel 089-0-0007 and
089-0-0008-C, and also being Lot 1 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of record in Plat
Book 44, Page 69, Slide 4285. and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a #4 rebar w/cap #3175 found at the southwest corner of the herein
described tract and the southeast corner of the Darrell Mitchell and W.T.
Patterson property (Deed Book 303 Page 388. tract 6. Plat Book 26, Page 20, Slide
2435), said point being located 50.00 feet north of the centerline of State Route
121 South,
THENCE along the east line of the Mitchell and Patterson property, North 13
degrees 46 minutes 20 seconds West for a distance of 109 91 feet to a #4 rebar
w/cap #3175 found all the northwest corner of the herein described tract:
THENCE along the south line of the Mitchell and Patterson property (Deed Book
279 Page 244, Tract 2-A, Plat Book 26. Page 20, Slide 24351, North 79 degrees 19
minutes 48 seconds East for a distance of 204.65 feet to a #4 rebar w/cap #3175
set at the northeast corner of the herein described tract and the northwest corner of Lot 2:
59 seconds East for a distance of 10.00
THENCE North 86 degrees 56 minutes
ris
feet to a point;
THENCE South 03 degrees 03 minutes 01 seconds East for a distance of 3.00 feet
to a point.
THENCE South 86 degrees 56 minutes 59 seconds West for a distance of 10.00
feet to a point;
THENCE South 03 degrees 03 minutes 01 seconds East for a distance of 4 75 feet
to a #4 rebar w/cap #3175 set at the southeast corner of the herein described tract
and on the north right-of-way line of State Route 121 South. 35.00 feet from centerline;
THENCE along the north right-of-way line of State Route 121 South, the following bearings and distances;
North 84 degrees 11 minutes 01 seconds West for a distance of 44.44 feet to a point;
South 89 degrees 43 minutes 48 seconds West for a distance of 64.28 feet to a point;
North 01 degrees 25 minutes 16 seconds West for a distance of 15 00 feet to a
point 50 00 feet from centerline.
South 82 degrees 34 minutes 33 seconds West for a distance of 74 93 feet to the
point of beginning
Together with and subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions of record.
This tract contains 0.568 acres according to a survey by VL Associates on
February 4. 2010
Except any interest in the coal, oil. gas, and all other minerals underlying the
all
land which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Wesley Copeland and spouse. Olivia
Copeland, by deed dated February 19, 2010 and recorded on February 22, 2010 in
Deed Book 821, Page 323 in the Office of the Calloway County Clerk.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty(30)
days, but if sold on. credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
with
the Commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price and execute bond
annum
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per
A
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days
lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes,
if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall
be sold subject to the 2013 ad valorem taxes
This 24th day of June. 2013
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DAVID E CULLEN, A/K/A DAVID CULLEN,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF DAVID E CULLEN,
A/K/A DAVID CULLEN, UNKNOWN HEIRS, DEVISEES
AND LEGATEES OF GEORGIA E CULLEN,A/K/A
GEORGIA GII3SON, A/K/A GEORGIA GIBSON CULLEN,
SPOUSES OF UNKNOWN HEIRS, DEVISEES, AND
LEGATEES OF GEORGIA E CULLEN. A/K/A GEORGIA
GIBSON, A/K/A GEORGIA GIBSON CULLEN, MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on June 11, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $71,064.29, plus interest, cost, fees, late charges, etc.
I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
July 18, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and referred to as
12039 State Route 121 South, New Concord, KY 42076.'Parcel No. 090-0-0015-A ,
and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at an iron stake at the southeast corner of a concrete bridge which said
bridge crosses said Road 121 at the southeast corner of the property herein conveyed, thence, westwardly along the south right of way line of said State Road 121
for a distance of 301 feet to an iron stake, thence, in a southerly direction 510 feet
to an iron stake on the south bank of Beechy Creek; thence, eastwardly along said
south bank of said creek approximately 679 feet to an iron stake located on the
Simmons-Sills line; thence, northerly with said Sinfmons -Sills line 419 feet to an
iron stake, thence, westerly parallel with Highway 121 and along a fence 323 feet
loan iron stake; thence, north to an iron stake for a distance of 213 feet; thence,
approximately 222 feet in an easterly direction to the point of beginning.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.
Subject to any and all easements, restrictions, conditions and legal highways of
record and/or in existence.

COMMONWEALTH OR KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00125

VS

' NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of an In Rem Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on May 29, 2013, in the abpve cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $73,080.77, plus interest, cost, fees, late charges, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse
door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at
public auction on Thursday. July 18, 2013, at the hour of 1000 a.m., local time, or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and referred to as 105 Kirksey Road. Murray, KY 42071, and being
more particularly described as follows:
Lot Numbers 2 and 3, in the Stelladale Subdivision, as shown by plat recorded in
Deed Book No. SO, Page 601. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court, said lots containing 3-1/3 acres each, or a total of 6-2/3 acres.

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
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DEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY,
AS TRUSTEE OF THE RESIDENTIAL ASSET SECURITIZATION
TRUST 2006-A5CB, MORTGAGE PASS-THROUGH CERT.IFICATES
SERIES 2006-E UNDER THE POOLING AND SERVICING
PLAINTIFF
AGREEMENT, DATED APRIL 1,2006,
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 12-CI-00412

NOTICE OF SALE

THENCE North 86 degrees 54 minutes 38 seconds East for a distance of 223.58
feet with the mouth line of Bohannon through a #4 rebar (set as at. 10 feet as a
witness pin) to the point of beginning.
Together with and subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions or record.
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 12-CI-00595

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00028

VS.
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Being the same property conveyed to George E. Cullen no marital status indicated) by virtue of a deed from John L. Burkeen, and wife, Jessica C. Burkeen, dated
January 9, 2006, recorded on January 12, 2006, in Book 627, Page 658, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent tlO0 I of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty 1301days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
130) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security_ All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes
This 24th day of June, 2013
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00464
BENEFICIAL KENTUCKY,INC.
VS.

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

BILLY W WINEBARGER, JOY WINEBARGER,
EQUIFIRST CORPORATION, CHARLES
STEWART AND SELMA KORA,

DEFENDANS

it Court
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Cello
on May 29, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of th Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $200,950 49, plus interest, cast, fees, late charges,
etc . I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray.
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday.
July 18, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a m., local time, or thereabout. the following
described property located in Calloway. County, Kentucky, and referred to as 1210
Wadesboro Road, Dexter, KY 42036, and being more particularly descnbed as follows
Being 1000 acres of land and beings portion of that land described in Deed Book
on
214, Page 514 of record in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and lying
the north side of Washer Road 166'R/W) approximates 400'east of the intersection
and
of said Washer Road and Robert Jackson Road in Calloway County, Kentucky
more particularly described as follows
Beginning at a set iron pin and cap #2345 on the north right-of-way line of
Washer Road (33' north of centerline) and being located N 87'02'46" E 389.63'
from a set P.K. nail at the intersection of Washer Road and Robert Jackson Road.
thence N 02° 00'42" E 272.37' with a severance line to a set iron pin and cap
/42345. thence S 87° 59'18" E 30.0'to a set iron pin and cap #2345 at the norththis
west corner of this tract, thence S87'59' 18" E 510 98' along the north line of
S
tract tosa set iron pin and cap *2345 at the northeast corner of this tract, thence
02° 3942' W 849.22' along the east line of this tract to a set iron pin and cap
#2345 on the north line of Washer Road. thence N 86° 53' 48" W 531.44' along the
north line of Washer Road to the point of beginning
This description includes a portion of the Town of Wadesboro per plat of record
This property is subject to easements and restrictions of record, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Billy Winebarger and Joy Winebarger, husband and wife, by deed dated September 27. 1996, of record in Book 238, Page
706, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
but
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days.
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent 110%) of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
12%
in full within thirty 130) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 24th day of June, 2013
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 12-CI-00618

270-293-1924
Free Estimatas

DU MORTGAGE CAPITAL, INC
VS

Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

DENNIS L PITTENGER AYKA LOYD DENNIS PITTENGER,
STACEY PITTENGER, A/KA STACEY LEE PITTENGER,
AMERICAN GENERAL HOME EQUITY, INC
THE MUIFtRAY BANK, FLEET, ONE LLC,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court
on June 11, 2913, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of 6268,082.58, plus interest, cost, fees, late charges,
etc , I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray.
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
July 11, 2013, at the hour of 10.00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
cieecnbed property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and referred to as 234
Oaks Country Club Road, Murray, KY 42071 (Parcel Number: 032-0-0010-C i, and
being more particularly described as follows!
Lot 1 as shown on the Minor Subdivision Plat of the Mildred Robertson Newton
Property recorded in Plat Book 16, Page 99, at Slide 1507, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
leiestrial/CommecciaUlediestial
lames C.Canton
WWW.GECIAC.NET

(270) 759-0890
060

Being the same property conveyed to Dennis L. Pittenger, and wife, Stacey
Pittenger, by deed from Mildred Robertson Newton, and husband, Herbert Lee
Newton. dated December 19. 2002, recorded on December 23,2002, in Book 463,
Page 25, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty l30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
30)days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes
This 24th day of June, 2013
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissiorter
Calloway Circuit Court
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Help Wanted

SERVICE TECHNICIAN
Danny Larcom Heating
and Air/Electrical is looking for a motivated qualified Service Technician
with a good driving
record, good communication skills and a high
level of customer service

•Pay based on expenenoe
Paid vacations
•Bonuses
•Company vehicle
•Major tools provided
•AFLAC
•Sign-on bonus

Danny Larcom
Come by our office or visit
Heating & Air/Electrical our website to fill out an
application
1600 West Main Street
731-885-1021
Union City TN 38261
larcomair corn

4

EXPRESS,

Offering Golden Opportunities
•OTFI Positions Available Only 1 Year
Experience Required
No Canada or Mexico No Loading/Unloading
No HazMat Great Benefits
800-872-8548 WWW.mcexpressinc.com

.1106.

ACCOUNTANT
UPG has an opening for a bookkeeperAcoountant. Our growth has created a need for
smart, sharp, meticulous, visionary and honest
person. Must have an Accounting degree or
bookkeeping experience with general ledger,
month-year end closure and multi-companies a
plus. Salary and benefits are commensurate
with education and experience
Please call (270) 450-4111 or
tax resume to (270) 450-4171 or
email It to kwIlliee uggas,com
for more details.

MW)
fa,A

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

CDL dnver class A to
local dump truck
759-0501
DELIVERY position.
Apply at NAPA, 1300
N. 12th.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgeroom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any.
4questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
SALES reps needed.
Work from home, flexible, large commision
checks, all sales contacts/leads provided.
Resume to:
info@ pecoproducts.com
attn: Dan

LOGISTICS COORDINATOR
MTD PRODUCTS INC

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
logs 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
DRIVERS
Wanted.
Class B CDL with
HazMat and Tanker
Endorsement. Local
route delivery. Paid
benefits
including:
401k plan, health insurance, paid holidays
and vacation. Please
send resume to: FGC,
307 Bee Creek Dr.,
Murray, KY 42071.
KENTUCKY
State
Penitentiary - LPN
6pm-7am 3 nights per
week, every other
weekend.
Primary
duties to include medication administration,
assessment
and
response to emergencies. Please forward
resume
to
CorrectCareIntegrated Health at
hr@correctcare.com or
Fax (859) 685-0901.
EEO
SEEKING
Direct
Support Professionals
to help with the day-today activities of adults
with
Intellectual
Disabilities.
High
School
Diploma
required. Call 270-7530963 and stop by 300
Maple Street. Suite 7 to
pick of an application.

WANTED Live-in care
taker for elderly lady
Call 580-468-6675
140
Want to Buy

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections
Small or large
270-293-6999

Mat

MARTIN PLANT
MID Products Inc. is a global manufacturer of outdoor power equipment
which includes popular brands such as Cub Cadet, Troybilt, Yard-Man,
Yard Machine and Bolens.
Our manufacturing facility located in Martin. TN has an opening for a
Logistics Coordinator. We are seeking a talented and highly motivated
individual to join our team
Responsibilities will Include:
Monitoring and fulfillment of cuStomer orders
• Coordination of product availability with shipments
Scheduling loading or unloading appointments with carriers
• Data entry of order specifics into local, corporate, and third party systems
Establish and maintain relationships with customers, carriers. and MTD
Sales/Outside Rep. Agencies
Handling all aspects of accounts such as conference calls, freight
claims, returns
• Willingness to help out with other duties and needs as they arise
Qualifications:
• Prior expehence with COM. WMS. Lean Logistics. and MAPICS
• Have excellent organizational and communicational skills
• Be team-oriented with a positive attitude
• Be sett-motivated and possess good time management skills
• Ability to handle stress arid remain professional
• Able to work overtime at a moment's notice
• Work with little or no supervision
• Prior experience in distnbution and order management preferred
Please send resume and salary history In confidence to:
Human Resource Department
MID Products Inc
P.O. Box 927
Martin, TN 38237-0927
mtdmertinhr Onitdproducts.com

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
Articles
For Sale
Tired of paying a
monthly bill for
TV service? Call
Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
at 877-726-4077.
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
Plastic $195 270-2934121, Can deliver.
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Matress Sets Still
in plastic, King $375,
Full $175.
(270)293-4121

MID Is an Equal Opportunity Employer
5.,.* .1 full tiou•e ix need to draw, from Me
deit Inc I taksoketlk got you a *mina hand We It ,q*U*
heu lei tor tortdIn; allortlably pelted men haPk.11,
c
or Meyers inuereved in your holding,

LEUER&TIMES

in theClassifiods.

753-191e

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

DOS(S
(270) 753-1713

SUDOKU

Sudoku is a number-plaang puzzle based on a 9x9 grid wIth
several gwen numbers The oboect is to piece the numbers I to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
30 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
01 the Concepos Sucbku increases from Monday to Sunday

Conceptis Sueoicu

flist Grixn

9 76
385
41
8
4
2 ,3
5
9
7
3
2
2 _ 5, 8
9_
.34.81
8
7
, 6
7
8 34

Answer to previous puzzle
***

9_ 6_ 7 5 2
5 1 37 6
8 2 4 9 3
1 9 8 6 5
2 7 5 8 4
4
3 2 1
E
I 3 7
3 5 9 4 8
7 8 2 1 9

a

4
8
1
3
9
7
5
2
6

3
2
5
7
6
9
8
1
4

1
9
6
4
3
8
2
7
5

8
4
7
2
1
5,
9
6
3

Moving sale- elegant
pristine 3pc cherry
bdrm suite. Queen
sleigh bed, night stand,
dresser w/ mirror. Like
new $929. 270-8718989. Canterbury

1998 16x60 mobile
home. 28R, IBA, al
appliances included
Must be moved. $9,200
o.b.o. Call 270-2263213 or 270-978-6074
2BR, & lot $11,900.00.
753-6012
3BR, 2BA mobile home
on corner. Lot 503 Bay
Wood Vista Dr.
2 lots, Red Hawk Dr
270-978-1842
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866

1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR upstairs apt. with
terrace,
outsideentrance, 1 person only,
fully furnished, w/d, utilities paid, no pets,
between Benton &
Murray. 527-9395
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
28R apt., some utilities
paid, no pets, $320/mo.
767-9037
2BR duplex with C/H/A,
all appliances furnished, no pets,
270-293-5842
2BR, IBA Townhouse,
W/D included. Starting
at $500. Please call
753-7559
3 2-bedroom apartments located on Miller
St. next to campus
270-519-2699.
38R 2.58A Duplex
New with class, all
appliances, double carport, storage. Best
location: 290 Ennix Dr.
Available August 1st.
$850/month w/deposit.
270-753-5344

Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

2 Bedrooms and bath,
unfurn, city schools,
stove, fndge, washer,
dryer, A/C units. Water,
sewer and trash service included. Cardinal
Drive. Annual lease,
$550/mo.
Available
July 1st. Tel:
270-978-2589
28F1 house. 12mi south
of Murray. No pets
$525/mo & $500/dep
873-9013
4 bedroom, 2 bath,
central heat and air.
$800/mo. Call for
appointment:
270-519-2699.
SPACIOUS 4BR, 21/28A, house in good
neighborhood, C/H/A,
2-car garage, city
school district. Pet
friendly.
$1125/mo.
270-978-6000

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2 Auto Shops
Clean up/body work
Newly painted
New heater
1 double bay/
1 single bay

Calloway

I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid DT.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Eat. 283
Equal opportunny

cy

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
270-527-1311. MonFri.
gam-3pm
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 0 711
Mouse For Awe
Hazel 28R 492-8526

270-485-6122
40X50 shop with office
1 mile South of Murray
A/C available.
293-6430
Pots fa Supplies
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858
DOGS for sale AKC
registered Black Lab
puppies. Call
437-4472.
LOST DOG Medium
size Rat Terrier. White
and tan. Pink collar
iwth name tag. Name is
Lilly. If seen call
753-2506.
Public Site
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Wanting to buy 100
500 acres with or with
out house. Cash
270-556-3576
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes Visit
nicholsenterprises net
or call 270-753-4109
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Reel Estate
1&2BR houses
270-753-4109

t
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Murray

Tit

160
Horne Furn:shings

He Wanted

Subject to any and all easements, restnctions, conditions, and legal highways of
record and/or in existence

060
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Services Offered

Murray Ledsr & limes Fair
Housing Ad Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act. which makes it
illegal to advertise any preterence, limitation or diScriminalion based on race, color, cell'
gain, yet„ handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discriminanon.
'state laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on tactori in
addition to those protested
under federal law.
Vide will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is riot in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
a,ailable on an equal upportunitv basis
For further assistance wtth Fair
Housing Advertising requirement., contact NAA Counsel
Rene r IMilam,171.811,1$-JOCK).

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
2004 Chevy Malibu.
V6, gets 28 mpg. has
181,000 miles on it
Asking
$3,000 00
0.8.0. Call
270-493-1743
fore
more information

Lots For Sale

ATTRACTIVE
3BR,
2BAhome, approx.
2000sq.ft.,
home
has a split floor plan
and a 13x15 sunroom.
Upgrades
include new flooring, new appliances,
new gas H/A unit
and ground cover.
Located 5mi. from
Murray on lovely 3/4
acre wooded lot.
Call 270-759-4851.
$139,000.00.
BEAUTIFUL
480.
3BA, acreage and
pond, 3900 sq. ft.,
basement,
many
extras. Jonathan Creek
area, 15 miles from
Murray. $299,000.
270-252-4125
For sale or rent. KY
Lake
house
near
Jonathon Creek in
Aurora. 3BR, 2 full bath
on 12 lots, many extras
& very private on dead
end road. 270-5191859, 270-227-5797
New 2-4
Bedroom hornets in

Riverfleld Estates.

SBG Real
Protess=
11Y
293-7872

May Es

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming

At La

Along Hwy
Terrace La
25

*Removal
1999 Regal 25tt Cuddy
Cruiser. 250 hours,
very good condition
Very fuel efficient.
Recently
serviced
$16,000,060
270-435-4776
Services Offered

3BED/2 bath brick
home w/ office, utility
room, sun room, deck
on 2-1/2 aces. Shop,
outbuildings,
small
pond, room for horses.
10
minutes
from
Murray. $142.000
38R, 28A on 9acre lot
on State Line in TN.
8mi from downtown
Murray. Quiet peaceful
seeting, lots of charm,
new inside & out, many
cuatom details A must
see $129,000
270-987-0536
4BR, 38A, 2,500 sq.ft.,
Income Suite or Man's
Den 2/acres, 2/car
garage. New h&a, roof.
windows, appliances,
cabinets. Higgins Dr.
121N 270-489-2250

7E1!

Salta

Boats 4 Motors

IOW. MOMS
•

Lot and a half for sale
with trees. Perfect for
walkout
basement.
1414 Oakhill Dr. Call
978-0876 or 759-5469.
460
Homes For Sale

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hor
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction. New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

Hicks
Lawn Care
Free Estimates

270-853-3140
270-853-0300
411.11 Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or

*Firewood

www.hilleleetric.com

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
junk & tree work

Tw

*Insured

(270) 489-2839

Ce •
15%

Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping

Visit

'Small Landscapes etc.
'Leaf Removal
'Mowing •ResIdentlal
•EdgIng *Commercial
*Mulching .Insured
.PrunIng •Licensect

(270)978-4591

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-86136

WE AR
Folks Thi
Merchan
Japanno
Wood Se
Armaud
Prints.0

Greg Mansfield

small

753-9562

Well

*Stump Grinding

cc ae,.nJs-1
Garage Door
Sales 8 Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Groat Hometown Service
.s4a;e

Nutcrack
Several
Bank, A
Daytona
Racewa
Items, V
Unc

keep

1270) 293-8480

COME
HAVE C

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Asphalt Installatior

ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pas ing, Scairnating
& I hailing
TONI TRA% IS

270-293-4256
CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
I We t'
,
11111illt'S
(
ht.\ in at

270-293-4020
Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured

*Seal coating &
striping
40 yrs. experience

(270)759-0501
MICKEY WILION
DEVELOPMENT
General Contrav tor
•Kitchens r.
Bathrooms
•Ikek8
*Insurance Work
Licensed & Insured
(270) 226-5444

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Visit

Over 28 Years
Experience

270-873-9916

Zacti 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

•

Al StitrOes Hand Naloci
Ilotoreydss I ATV's
007 Kawasaki zx6r
120k miles. Many add
ons. $5,900 0.B.O.
270-227-5450
Used Cars
2005 Toyota Camry LE
Excellent
condition,
excellent gas milage,
second owner
293-6572

Mowing $
Trimming
Quality Work

Call Wks
270427-7074
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267
YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

David's Home
Improvement

lic
Water Damaged Fioorc
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling& Plumbing
Will Do insurance Work
Visa S MastKaH krerted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

tit

limes

CLASSIFIEDS
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ANNUAL JULY 4TH COUNTRY
& AMERICANA AUCTION

Thursday, July 4th-10:00AM
Benton Auction House
zzle

8
4
7
2
5
9
6
53

()tiered

'S TREE
/ICE &
REMOVAL
Hour
icy Service
y owned
& Insured
Frame
127-3140
174-0323

MI North Main, Benton, KY 42025

gIRECTIONS Exit 43 Off Of The Purchase Parkway Travel East
To
2nd Stoplight, Turn Left, Sale Is 25 Mile On The Left Signs Posted
GUNS: Mauser 6.35 Cal, Pistol; Victor #2 Resolver Paid. 1876;
13crena 6.35 Cal. Pistol; Butler Single Shot 22 Short Derringer;
Antique 22 Cal. Pocket/toot Pistol; F11RN ITU RE: Comer Cabinet: Corner Cupboard: 2 Sugar Chests; Dry Sink; I 1k 2 Drawer
Stands; Flat Wall Cupboard; Blanket Chests; Jelly Cupboard:
Store Table; Stepback Cupboard; Countertop Showcases:
Victorian Marble Top Dresser. Washstand, Empire hail Table. Parlor
Tables; Arts & Crafts Sideboard: Cavalier Coca Cola
Machine:
Art Deco Drug Store Scale; 1950's Maddox String Inlaid
Desk:
SMALLS: 20 + Pcs. Rowe Pottery: Uhl. Red Wing. Cobalt Decorated, & Buckeye Crocks; Quilts; Antique loss; Ads ertising;
Whiskey Jugs: Primitives; Kitchen Items & MUCH MORE!
150+ Pictures/Listing On Our Website Absentee Bids Accepted_ We Accept
Cash, Approved Checks. & CrediuDehit Cards With Valid ID. 6% Saks lax
Will Be Collected. All l'aments Due Day Of Sale. Lunch As ailable.
JOIN US FRIDAY NIGHT T 4:30PM FOR A LARGE 2 ESTATE A CONSIGNMENT AUCTION! DET.4ILS ON WEILSITE.

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE

(Z)

1501
Glendale Rd.

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
112 WhItneti Ave.

753-3853

Mikasa China set—
never used fishing
poles. BB gun, sport
canopy, game table,
women's, teen boy's
and girl's clothes
Lots of misc

7AM-3PM
Furniture, girl's, boy's
Jr's, women's and
men's name brand
clothing, bedding sets
knick-knacks, hunting
items lots of house-

ware items, PSP &
games bicycles

If you have lost or found
a pet
We will run an ad 1 day
for free
PETS
Call
753-1916
Ey we'll be
glad to help

249 Camelot Dr.
Thurs. 6PM-8PM
Fri. & Sat. 8AM-6PM

"If you've got it, we eats store It
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

Trailer. Yamaha YZ85. popcorn
upright
arcade games. tools, strollers, baby swings.
R C cars organic skincare. products. exercise
bike books, small appliances furniture, bicycles.
outdoor toys clothes of all sizes, golf balls.
shelves. electronics. Igloo coolers, swords,
wagon Elvis doll Jeep Grand Cherokee
Rain or
Call 293-3288 for more inform v,

Murray Ledger Er Times

'Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

YARD SALE YARD SALE
280 North Dr.

270-753-2905

Nice Lakeland Home - Plus 3Additional Lots

Fri. & Sat.
8AM-2PM

215
Stoneside Dr.
Fri. & Sat.

7 PARTY YARD SALE

GARLAND
RENTALI

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

moval
ewood

MOVING SALE YARD SALE

MINI
STORAGE
.10111111 I
All Size Units

www.austinauctionservice.com

maw-1g
Grinding

ON BEA

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Sastaindlay, slasity llatts At 10:00 A-IVL
May Estate - 41 Cedar Lane, Cadiz, KY "At Canton"
At Lake Markley- Cumberland River
Along Hwy 68/80 In Canton At 'Skippers Take Oak Lane South I Block To
Terrace Lane, Proceed E 1 Block To Cedar Lane- Just 6 Miles W Of Cadiz
25 Mlles NE Of Murra . KY • 30 Miles W 01 Ho insvIlle KY

ELL'S
ERVICE

Gera , e 6 Yard Sale DIRECTORY

80 ADAIR LN CALVERT CITY, KY
270-705-4859
RALPH AUSTIN, OWNER AUCTIONEER
KY Lic. P2471 IL Lic. 441.001641

111
—164
=IiirMWONEEMERME
ESTATE .A1LICICILCIPIST

1Sedriesd1y, July 3, 2013 - 5B

Fri. & Sat.
7AM-2PM

All our line ads are placed
online for FREE!
From pets to used cars
Check the

Furniture,
household
items,
kids items,
clothing and
much more.

CLASSIFIEDS
for all your needs!
753-1916

Well Designed Open Floor Plan Home
Three or Four Bedrooms, Two Baths .
Two Story Plus Great Garage Basement

Make us a part
of your daily
routine...
and
don't
miss a
beat!
Subscribe
today
753-1916

1521
London Dr.
Canterbury

Friday Only
7AM-12PM

Home items,
boys and girls
clothing and
much more!

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

sured

489-2839
an Lawn
nance and
scaping
dscapes etc
oval
*Residential
*Commercial
-Insured
-Licensed
)978-4591

L SEPTIC
MPING
VATION
RUCKING
r Septic Needs
stalla tion
Repair
rt, Grovel,
hite Rock,
•, & Mulch
)293-8686

Threw Additional Lots Fronting
Cedar Lane - Terrace Lane - Oak Lane
151‘ Down, With A Minimum Deposit Of S1,000.00 Per Lot,
Balance in 30 Da s - No 841 • 's Premium!!
le1 ell' Jassirsettsg-luansts_ c:corri Vico. IVI•atecr IDIPErt zo HIs I
eittsciwri My A glossa..iritirrea•st CI

JAMES R. GASH
7-;.5, AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER ljdm

IC FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466 i nn•
"THE SELLING MACHINE"'

rift/

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY, JULY 6th AT 9:00 AM
1501 N. 121 MURRAY, KY
EARLY START TIME 9:00 AM
WE ARE MOVING THIS SALE TO THE NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
Folks This Going To Be An All Day Sale With Some Of The Most Unusual
Merchandise. Lots Of Oriental Pcs, Colored woodblock Print, Majolica,
Japannodders, WS&S Pcs. Lg Charger, Old Hakata Dolls, Chinese Shelf,
Wood Setters, Chinosene Cabinet. bisque Bathing Beauty, Kewpie dolls.

ISAllAZA

rage Door
Maintenance
tnuous Gutters
• Service
your money out or
keep?

Nutcrackers, Several Composition Dolls, Lots Of Doll Parts. Doll Clothes
Several Elephants, Glassware, Old Metal Truck. Old Metal Train, Old Metal

Daytona Road Racing Set, Sky Driver Jump Road Race Set, The Revell
Raceway Set, Michael Jordan Items, Metal Cars & trucks,Old Christmas
Items, Vases, Old Books, Old Parking Meter lamp, Old Trunk, Several old
Unde San Fts,VVood Lures, Several Pcs of Srnal Funture. and MUCH MUCH MORE
COME PREPARED TO SPEND THE DAY. WE WILL BE INSIDE AND
HAVE CHAIRS AND TRY TO KEEP YOU COOL.

halt Installation
eal coating &
striping

See website Chavisauction.comor Auctionzip.com for pictures
CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071
(270)761-SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Chavis Broker/Auctioneer
www.chavisauction.com
KY Lic #P2521 TN Lic # Firm 5513 Auctioneer 6388

0)759-0501
:KEY WILSON
:VELOPMENT
rat li.t
• If/di/in/IS
*Kik hell% &
Baihrim)RIA
•Deci,\

crirattee
timed S: Insured

70) 226-5444

Lamb's
essional Tree
rice Insured
TREE (8733)

'RESCOTT
ROOFING

iver 28 Years
Experience

ch 270-873-7700
sad 270-227-1106

ivid's Home
nprovement
tic

tier Damaged Floors
races & Floor Joists
modeling & Pturibing

I Do Insurance work
mastert'aid Arcecieo

11-247-5422
0-293-2643

KENTUCKY BUSINESS Brokerage/
Franchise Marketing
Company for sale by
retiring owner. National
growth potential and
15K monthly income
opportunity. 20K
investment handles
Commonwealth
Investments 502-5691890.

Donate Your Car,
Truck or Boat to
Heritage For The Blind
Free 3 Day Vacation,
Tax Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork
Taken Care Of 800658-4591

Work Hard Play Hard!!!
Hiring 10 Sharp Girls
and Guys. Must Be 1826. Lodging and transportation provided. 45
days paid training, For
interview call 800-9491038

Meet singles right now!
No paid operators, just
real people like you
Browse greetings.
exchange messages
and connect live Try it
free Call now. 1-888979-2264

MISCELLANEOUS

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture

DISH TV Retailer.
Starting at
$19.99/month (for 12

mos.) & High Speed
Internet starting at
$14.95/month (where
available.) Save! Ask
About Same Day
Installation! Call Now!
1-800-254-1095.

35 Driver Trainees
Needed! Learn to drive

for Werner Enterprises!
Earn $750 per week!
Local COL Training
gets you job ready in 3
weeks! 1-877-2431812
Apply Now! CDL
Drivers in High
Demand! Get your
CDL Training in 16
days at Truck America
Training and go to
work! State WIA
Grants and VA
Accepted Tuition
Financing Available 1st
yr avg. $38 - $40,000
per ATA (502) 9556388 or (866) 2443644
Call Now International
Truck Driving
School/61H Trucking
Company Now Taking
Students! No CDL, No
Problem! State WIA
Program if qualified or
Financing available
888-780-5539

www facebook corn/itdschool
Drivers: Training, Class
A CDL. Train and work
for us! Professional
and focused training
for your Class A CDL.
You choose between
Company Driver,
Owner Operator,
Lease Operator or
Lease Trainer. (877)
369-7192 wwwcentraltruckdnvingjobs.corn
Earning Better Pay Is
One Step Away! Aventt
offers Experienced
COL-A Dnvers
Excellent Benefits and
Weekly Hometime
888-362-8608, Recent
Grads w/a CDL-A 15/wks Paid Training.
Apply online at
AverittCareers.com
Equal Opportunity
Employer

Pay Scale-Start
.37cpm Up to .04cpm
Mileage Bonus. Home
Weekends Insurance &
401K Apply
Boydandsons.coni
800-648-9915
Home Weekends $1,000 sign on bonus.
Regional flatbed.
Guaranteed pay.
Excellent pay, benefits
Lease purchase program. No tarp freight.
0/Ops welcome. 800554-5661 Ext 331.
www.tIxtransport.jobs
Tanker & Flatbed
Company
Drivers/Independent
Contractors!
Immediate Placement
Available Best
Opportunities in the
Trucking Business Call
Today 800-277-0212 or
www.primeinc.com

Flatbed Drivers New

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, July 5, 2013:
This year you might be a lot more easygoing. hut few people will
notice. You will love your time alone and want more time to yourself. If you are single, someone will have to be very special for you
to want to share your free time. You are entering the first year of a
I2-year luck cycle. The first year is one of the luckier years. If you
are attached, communication between you and your partner is exciting and creative. You have a great time together! GEMINI reads you
cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You have a unique ability to know when to reverse course
and head in a different direction. The problem lies in that others often
are in shock when you decide to veer off on a new path. Realize what
you want and what you expect from a situation. Tonight: Join friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You'll want to move through a new idea and get to the other
end quickly. For whatever reason, you could feel as if you must
digest this information. However, you quickly might want to reverse
directions. Tonight: Time for some indulgence and good times with
friends.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** You naturally take on the role of chief celebrator. Others want
to Stay close to you, as they assume that you know how to live life
well. A friend might throw plans your way in a moment of chaos, but
you'll see a way where everything can be done. Tonight: Be totally in
the moment.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You know what is needed, but the opening to bring forth what
is necessary might not present itself. Be more observant. You could
be taken aback by an associate. This person's actions do not conform to your image of him or her. Tonight: Meet up with a special
friend.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Reach out to someone at a distance. Be more direct in your
communication. Know what you want to achieve, and take the necessary steps to make it happen. What starts out as a formal meeting
dissolves into a colorful event You like this turn of events. Tonight:
Go with the flow

rs. experience

1-0X04Z Hand Nailed

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Daviess County
Extension Agent for
Family and Consumer
Sciences. AG546338
In Owensboro. KY, BS
Degree required Apply
online:
www.uky.edu/HR/UKjo
bs Deadline July 14,
2013. Call 859-2571727 The University
of Kentucky is an
equal opportunity
employer and encourages applications from
minorities and women.

Bank, And MUCH MUCH MORE We have alot of good Items.

)293-8480

TCHELL
BROS.
)AVING

Planning your golf trip?
Try the new Stay and
Play program at two of
Kentucky's best courses, Cherry Blossom
and Longview in
Georgetown. 502-5709849 for details.

Armaud Marseille doll Heads, Several Japanese Color &
Pnnts,Cantonware, Laquerware, Deep Carved Wood Pcs, Several

Mansfield

ANNOUNCEMENTS

First Come Basis No Phone Calls Please
too IRO MO

Be Safe, Call Before Digging
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to

lIll
ikER&TIMES

be careful when you
begin your planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811 at 811
to have all utility lines
marked in the area in which
you will be digging.

101 Whimell Avenue Murray, KY

more information,
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.
FQr
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VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** How you deal with a close family member could change. You
are more relaxed than you have been in a while, even with a loved
one creating some uproar. In fact, instead of being threatened, you
become more and more amused. Tonight: Togetherness is the
theme.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Defer to others, and make sure they know that you have had
enough. You see events in a new light because of someone's unpredictability. Realize what is motivating you. You likely will feel as if you
can't do anything more. Tonight: Try a new spot or a new type of happening.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to take in a different perspective than you
have in the past. You know what is going on in a unique or difficult
situation. A partner or close friend shares some important information
that needs to be kept quiet. Tonight: Be a duo around town.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You could find that an unexpected call or event throws your
plans off. No matter how structured situations become, you must
remain flexible. You are getting lessons in how to go with the flow and
respond. The less structure, the better the outcome. Tonight: Where
people are.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might want to attempt a new approach or see a situation
in a new light. You are able to work in less-than-perfect situations and
not let it bother you. Honor a request from a friend or loved one. If
you go with spontaneity, you can't go wrong. Tonight: The only
answer is "yes."
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Hopefully you started the day early and have incorporated
some fun people into your plans. Your schedule might take many
unexpected turns, but you will like the excitement. Someone you
meet in your day-to-day travels could shake up your life. Tonight.
Play time.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** What you are sharing could cause a conflict at home or with
a family member. You might feel as if you need a change of some
kind. Be careful, as someone close to you could feel threatened. Use
caution when dealing with your funds. Tonight: Try to make it an early
night.
BORN TODAY
Poet Jean Cocteau (1889). politician Todd Aiken (1947), musician
Huey Lewis (1950)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquellnebigarcom.
(c) 2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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If you are a NEVVCOMER
Murray/Calloway
Co.
SYLVIA SANERT
Call
to
\\
AT (270) 227-5456
OR 759-9216
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
AAAIAak
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people It's their way of saying,'We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
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Strategies that prevent
cancer also fight its recurrence

Looking Back
Teo years ago
Eric Hamilton and▪ Rachel
Barber, both of Murray, were
pictured purchasing fireworks in
preparation for Fourth of July
celebrations.
Featured groups at the homecoming day at Kirksey United
Methodist Church and singing at
the Kirksey Baptist Church were
the
Gospeltooes and
the
Noteables. The Gospeltones consisted of Billy Ford, Joe Pat
James,Jim Edwards and Herman
Robertson; the Noteables consisted of Kevin Crawford. Jim
Edwards and Joe Pat James.
Memorial Baptist Church children pictured writing letters to
missionaries in Puerto Rico were
Whitney Todd. Taylor English.
Sydney Daniel, Jonathan Curd,
Abigail Paschall, Cole Emerson
and Lily Ramey.
Pictured participating in a
Murray Art Guild youth workshop were Chloe Farris, Alex
Arnett, Kelly Douglas, Michael
Arnett, Sara Taylor, Alexandra
Page. Halley Harrison, Etta
Danielson and Maddie and
Laiken Balmer.
Twenty years ago
Rachel Talent, 3, and her baby
doll were pictured participating
in the Fisher-Price Kids Parade
during Family Night at the Park
in conjunction with Freedom
Fest '93.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Easley
celebrated their 68th wedding
anniversary on Sunday. July 4.
Michele Overbey, daughter of
Mr. ana Mrs. Bill Overbey. prepared to present her piano graduation recital on July 6. She had
completed Suzuki Book One.
Michael Outland, 10, was pictured meeting Sparky. the fire
dog of the Murray Fire
Department, during a Kids Club
in the Park event.

Thirty years ago
Glen Hendren and Joe King.
members of the Murray State
University faculty, had recently
returned from two weeks in
Yugoslavia.
Murray State University's
Community Band prepared to
present pops concerts on July 12
at Kenlake State Park and on
July 26 in front of Lovett
Auditorium. Dr. Gerald L.
Welker was director of bands and
Dr. Roger Reictunuth was chairman of the department of music
at MSU.
Charles Beaman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Beaman, and
Doug Moore,son of Dr. and Mrs.
Ray Moore, prepared to leave on
July 4 for five weeks in England
as part of Murray State
University's "Study England"
program.
Forty years ago
Murray students with key roles
in the production "See How
They Run," to be held at Murray
State University on July 12-14.
were Debi Shinners, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Shinners, and
Hollis Clark. son of Dr. and Mrs.
C.D. Clark.
Pictured putting finishing
touches on scenery for the
upcoming production were Mrs.
Peter Whaley, Mrs. Harry
Conley and Mrs. Paul Jordon.
Fifty years ago
Donald F. Buxton had received
his Doctor of Veterinary
Medicine degree from Auburn
University and was practicing in
Centraville, Ala., for the summer.
Sixty years ago
Miss Ruth Cole had left for
New York City to enter
Columbia University to complete her master's degree in nursing administration.

DEAR ABBY: My brother-inlaw. "Dave." has twice kissed me
passionately when my sister was
not around. I made light of it
and pushed him away. The third
time it happened was when he came
to my house to do a little repair
job for me. That time he also
grabbed my breast. I exploded
and told him
off.
Later on.
Dave called
and said he
was going to
come back to
do some other
things
that
needed attention. I told
him he was
Dear Abby not
welcome
in my house
By Abigail
and that I'm
Van Buren
furious
he
would do such a thing. He apologized and said he hoped I could
forgive him.
I am so angry! I no longer
want to be in his company. I also
don't like that I have to keep his
behavior a secret from my sister.
I haven't told anyone. and it is
keeping me up nights. Please help.
-- FUMING IN FLORIDA
DEAR FUMING: Your mistake was in not setting your
amorous brother-in-law straight the
first time he made a pass at you:
Because you didn't, he thought
his advances were welcome.
Now-that you have made plain
to him that you're not interested,
you will probably have nothing
more to .worry about. But you
are wise not to have him over
unless your sister is with him.
I don't blame you for being
angry, but do nothing until you
cool off. The question then will
be whether to tell Sis that her
husband behaves inappropriately
and how you know.
DEAR ABBY: I recently moved
back to my home state and in
with my grandmother to get away
from my abusive husband. I have

DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm a
cancer survivor. Should I be following special guidelines for diet
and exercise?
DEAR READER: Advances
in cancer treatment and earlier
detection are allowing more people to live longer after a cancer
diagnosis. Today, more than 12 million Americans are cancer survivors. And
many of them
look to diet
and exercise to
help prevent
cancer recurlive
rence.
longer or just
feel better_
Recently.
the American
Dr. Komaroff Cancer Socie(ACS)
ty
By
reviewed
. and
Dr. Anthony
summarized
Komaroff
the scientific
evidence about the role of diet
and exercise for cancer survivors.
They found that the same things
that prevent cancer from developing
in the first place also help
DEAR ABBY: I'm a teenage
keep it from coming back. The
girl living with my mom, who is
ACS published its findings in a
a single parent. and my younger
called "Nutrition and Physreport
sister. We have struggled finanical Activity Guidelines for Cancially, but we mostly live a relcer Survivors."
atively comfortable life. and Mom
The ACS found that to reduce
owns her own home.
the chance of cancer returning
However, she constantly says
things to me and my sister like, and increase the chance of sur"We're so poor," or, "We're going -viving, cancer-free, after a cancer
diagnosis, survivors should:
to live under a bridge," even in
-- Achieve and maintain a
public! We have asked her to stop
healthy weight:
several times, but she doesn't care
-- Get enough physical activthat we are upset ,and embarity (at least 150 minutes per week);
rassed. How can I get her to stop?
-- Eat a healthy diet that empha-- EMBARRASSED IN THE
sizes vegetables, fruits and whole
SOUTH
grains:
EMBARRASSED:
DEAR
The ACS also provided speRather than ask her to stop. don't
cific advice for survivors of a
you think you should approach
variety of - major cancers. I've put
her privately and ask why she is
a summary of the guidelines on
saying it? She may be joking, but
my website, AskDoctorK.com.
her concerns could also be a
holdover from when her financial
The AS also advised:
situation was less secure. Please _
Cancer survivors should work
do it. Her response might be eduwith a registered dietitian who
cational.

also filed for divorce. I love my
grandmother dearly, but when it
comes to the divorce or the therapy I go to weekly, she is not
understanding and constantly
brings up what he did to me.
I believe she's frustrated
because I'm in therapy and she
doesn't see a reason for me to
go. She thinks "if it's not talked
about, then it never happened."
have tried to explain to her that
I can't just let go of what he did
to me and my son. How can I
make her understand that I'm trying to heal wounds that aren't
visible from the outside? -- TRYING TO HEAL ON THE INSIDE
DEAR TRYING TO HEAL:
Your grandmother may come from
a generation in which therapy was
something to be ashamed of. A
way to help her understand the
importance of what you are doing
would be to invite her to a session with your therapist, let her
air her concerns, and let the therapist explain to her why it is
important that you work this
through to become healthy again.

Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. July 3,
the 184th day of 2013. There are
181 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 3. 1863, the threeday Civil War Battle of Gettysburg in Pennsylvania ended in a
major victory for the North as
Confederate troops failed to breach
Union positions during an assault
known as Pickett's Charge.
On this date:
In 1775, Gen. George Washington took command of the Continental Army at Cambridge. Mass.

In 1890. Idaho became the 43rd
state of the Union.
In 1898, the U.S. Navy defeated a Spanish fleet outside Santiago Bay in Cuba during the Spanish-American War.
In 1913, during a 50th anniversary reunion at Gettysburg. Pa.,
Civil War veterans re-enacted Pickett's Charge, which ended with
embraces and handshakes between
the former enemies.
In 1938, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt marked the 75th anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg
by dedicating the Eternal Light

Peace Memorial.
In 1944, during World War II.
Soviet forces recaptured Minsk.
In 1950, the first carrier strikes
of the Korean War took place as
the USS Valley Forge and the
HMS Triumph sent fighter planes
against North Korean targets.
In 1971. singer Jim Morrison
of The Doors died in Paris at age
27.
In 1993, Hall of Fame pitcher Don Drysdale died in Canada,
at age 56. Comedian "Curly Joe"
DeRita, the of the Three Stooges,
died in Calif., at age 83.
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SHOPPING
FOR
SAVINGS
Dear
Readers:
Saving
money never
goes out of
style. With
by
GROCERIES
Weise costing
more
and more, here
are some simple hints to cut
costs the next time you go to
the grocery store:
* Plan your meals for the week,
using coupons or items that are
on sale in the store's weekly
flier.
* Go on the computer to
check manufacturers' websites for
online coupons. especially on the
most expensive name brands you.
use.
* Try a meat-free meal once
a week, because meat tends to
cost the most.
* Buy meat in bulk, especially when on sale. Freeze in
portions you can use fpr later
meals.
.* Be sure to stock up on
items you use all the time when
you find them on sale (if they
can be frozen or you have space

ever, I am really not sure how
in the pantry for them).
* Share a warehouse mem- to use it. Do you know anybership with a friend. Split the thing about this spice? — Carly
cost of items you can both use. F.. via email
Smoked paprika is made from
* Never shop on an empty
stomach. That's how you end up sweet, red bell peppers. The pepwith purchases that you don't pers are smoked over wood to
create a smoky flavor before
need!
being ground up. It's much more
— Heloise
flavorful than plain paprika, so
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
you won't need to use so much
Heloise
in your cooking. Add it to any
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000 egg or meat dish, or even rice
or potatoes. — Heloise
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com REMOVING FAT
Dear Heloise: I used to have
HOT-DOG HANDLER
Dear Heloise: With the Fourth a fat separator, but it cracked
of July almost here. I am plan- and had to be thrown out. Before
ning my usual menu of hot dogs I could purchase a new one, I
and hamburgers for several friends made homemade gravy one night.
and family members. Since I forgetting that I no longer had
have grilled so many hot dogs the separator. No problem,though.
through the years. I have dis- I just let the pan drippings sit
a few minutes in a cup until the
covered this easy hint.
I take two skewers and stick fat rose to the top. I then used
them through up to five or six my turkey baster to collect the
hot dogs at a time. Now, with fat and place it in a can, to be
one motion, I can evenly cook disposed of later. This worked
multiple hot dogs, and they will so well that I may do without
not roll off the grill rack, either. a fat separator in the future! —
Melanie D., via email
— Michael S. in Tennessee
SMOKED PAPRIKA
(c)2013 by King Features SynDear Heloise: I am often
tempted to buy smoked paprika dicate Inc.
when I see it in the store. How-
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has special certification in cancer
care. He or she can provide specific, evidence-based advice.
-- Many cancer survivors have
trouble taking in enough calories
each day. Eating smaller and more
frequent meals can help. Or tryspecial fortified or nutrient-dense
foods.
-- Use dietary supplements cautiously. Taking more than the recommended daily amounts (RDA)
of vitamins and minerals does not
improve treatment outcomes or
long-term survival. In fact, it can
interfere with some cancer treatments. For example. taking a betacarotene supplement may encourage the growth of lung cancer.
-- Exercise can help fight
fatigue, keep you functioning and
improve your quality of life. Discuss when to start exercising, and
how much, with your doctor.
-- Obesity appears to increase
the risk of breast (and possibly
other) cancer recurrence. Losing
weight and keeping it off can
help improve survival.
When some of my patients
hear advice like the ACS has
given, they are skeptical. To them.
cancer is a powerful force, and
it seems unlikely that a healthy
lifestyle could do much to tame
it. I tell them that the advice is
supported by large and well-done
scientific studies. There is little
doubt from those studies,for example, that survivors of breast cancer who are overweight have a
worse prognosis than those of normal weight. Or that those who exercise regularly have a better prognosis than those who don't.
We even are beginning to understand why. A research study was
published recently which showed
regular exercise leads to hormonal changes that discourage the
growth of breast cancer cells. It's
not anecdotal: It's science.
(To send questions, go to
AskDoctorK.com. or write: Ask
Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St., Second Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)
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Take definite shape
Distant radio source
Lotion additive
News recap
Closes, in a way
Approved
Skip, as TV ads
Article
Beautician Lauder
Chemist's place
Cryptography topic
Stand-in
Stratford's river
Eyeball
River vessels
Fads
North Pole worker
Cooking mint
Faithful
Singing Sandra
Friend of Athos and Porthos
Museum offering
Retreat
Bushy 'do
ATM bill
Sky sightings

Utah basketball team
Director Kazan
Pruned
Guitar pioneer Paul
Citation
Maintenance
Cain's father
Utter
Had lunch
Spectrum end
"— a deal!"
Mailed
Exited a banking site
Car bar
Tourney passes
Give a hoot
Track shape
Wander
Harsh
Reuben base

Gravelly
Government agent
Franc's replacement
Amorous archer
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Quarrel
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Greek letter
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